Section 1 - Main MCA

Stage 2
Assessment
Criteria

Sub-Criteria

Route 1

Capital Cost

Route 2A

Route 2B

Route 3A

Route 3B

Route 4

Route 5

Route 6

Total - 44.1M

Total - 23.8M

Total - 30.8M

Total - 11.0M

Total - 7.2M

Total - 39.5M

Total - 40.5M

Total - 45.7M

Indicative Scheme Infrastructure
Works Cost - €17M
Private Land Costs - €27.1M

Indicative Scheme Infrastructure
Works Cost - €13.4M
Private Land Costs - €10.4M

Indicative Scheme Infrastructure
Works Cost - €15.4M
Private Land Costs - €15.4M

Indicative Scheme Infrastructure
Works Cost - €6.8M
Private Land Costs - €4.2M

Indicative Scheme Infrastructure
Works Cost - €4.9M
Private Land Costs - €2.3M

Indicative Scheme Infrastructure
Works Cost - €24.2M
Private Land Costs - €15.3M

Indicative Scheme Infrastructure
Works Cost - €20.4M
Private Land Costs - €20.1M

Indicative Scheme Infrastructure
Works Cost - €21.9M
Private Land Costs - €23.8M

This Scheme has a total length of 2.1 km
and has an average journey time of 7 - 8
minutes.

This Scheme has a total length of 2.1 km
and has an average journey time of 7 - 8
minutes.

Rank

Average Journey Time

Economy

This Scheme has a total length of 3.5 km
This Scheme has a total length of 3.5 km
This Scheme has a total length of 3.5 km
and has an average journey time of 10 - 11 and has an average journey time of 12 - 13 and has an average journey time of 12 - 13
minutes.
minutes.
minutes.

This Scheme has a total length of 4.42 km This Scheme has a total length of 4.18 km
and has an average journey time of 18 - 19 and has an average journey time of 16 - 17
minutes.
minutes.

This Scheme has a total length of 4,76 km
and has an average journey time of 18
minutes.

Rank

Journey Time Reliability

Dedicated Bus Lanes serve the entire
route.
Queue
relocation signals operate on N40 bridge
to give buses priority crossing.
As this route has more junctions than
Option 3A it performs worse than that
option for this criterion.

Dedicated bus lanes only serve a portion
of the route in the inbound direction only.
Dedicated Bus Lanes serve the entire
However due to relitively low traffic
route.
Queue
volumes & congestion on this route it only
relocation signals operate on N40 bridge
performs slightly worse than Option 3A
to give buses priority crossing.
because of this.
This route has the no junctions and bus
This route also has no junctions meaning
lanes for its whole length so performs the
which is preferable compared to other
best for this criterion.
route options.

Dedicated Bus Lanes serve the entire
route.
Queue relocation signals operate on N40
bridge to give buses priority crossing.
As this route has more junctions than
Option 3A it performs worse than that
option for this criterion.

Dedicated Bus Lanes serve the entire
route.
Queue relocation signals operate on N40
bridge to give buses priority crossing.
As this route has more junctions than
Option 3A it performs worse than that
option for this criterion.

All route options serve the strategic
housing development near the top of
Maryborough Hill.
This option also serves the strategic
school development adacent to
Carrigaline Road so performs second
best for this option.

All route options serve the strategic
housing development near the top of
Maryborough Hill.
This option also serves the strategic
school development adacent to
Carrigaline Road so performs second
best for this option.

All route options serve the strategic
housing development near the top of
Maryborough Hill.
However this options seve no
additional proposed developments so
score worse than options 1 & 2

Dedicated Bus Lanes serve the entire
route.
However, as this route has the most
junctions of any route it performs worst
for this criterion

Dedicated Bus Lanes serve the entire
Dedicated Bus Lanes serve the entire
route.
route.
However, as this route has more junctions
However, as this route has more junctions
than Option 3A it performs worse than
than Option 3A it performs worse than
that option for this criterion.
that option for this criterion

All route options serve the strategic
housing development near the top of
Maryborough Hill.

All route options serve the strategic
housing development near the top of
Maryborough Hill.

All route options serve the strategic
housing development near the top of
Maryborough Hill.

All route options serve the strategic
housing development near the top of
Maryborough Hill.

However this options seve no
additional proposed developments so
score worse than options 1 & 2

However this options seve no
additional proposed developments so
score worse than options 1 & 2

However this options seve no
additional proposed developments so
score worse than options 1 & 2

However this options seve no
additional proposed developments so
score worse than options 1 & 2

Total residential and
employment (10 mins)
Rank

Transport Integration

Integration

Rank

Cyclist Integration

Pedestrian Integration

2503

8396

8396

5904

12157

4183

12157

8263

558

668

668

204

2104

2175

2175

1081

2961

2951

2951

2161

28663

30530

30530

20116

Options 2A & 2B serve a route that has a General traffic movements will remain the
Options 3A & 3B serve a route that has the
high frequency of busses proposed in the
same in the proposed scheme. There is
highest frequency of busses proposed in
This Option serves parts of routes that
2023 bus network, however less busses
likely to be little to minor impact as there
the 2023 bus network. This route currently
than that of Option 3. This route currently
have busses proposed in the 2023 bus
will be no lane reductions for general
has no bus infrastructure so improving this
network, however, much of the route has has no bus infrastructure so improving this traffic. However, this lane adds bus lanes
route means that they are most useful in
no busses proposed in the future bus
route means that they are most useful in
and bus traffic in areas that had no
terms of public transport integration. 3A
network so this option scores worse than
terms of public transport integration.
previous bus traffic.
provides a better level of bus
the other options for this.
Meaning this Option scores worse than
Schemes 1 through 3 score better due to
infrastructure so performs better for this
Option 3, but better than Option 1 (similar
bringing bus access into areas that
option than 3B.
to 5 & 6).
previously did not have any bus access.
All options allow all traffic movements to
continue to be made, with slight
All options allow all traffic movements to
reductions in capacity due to loss of right All options allow all traffic movements to
All options allow all traffic movements to
continue to be made, with slight
turn lanes or queue relocation signals.
continue to be made, with slight
continue to be made, with slight
reductions in capacity due to loss of right
reductions in capacity due to loss of right reductions in capacity due to loss of right
Therefore these score approximately
turn lanes or queue relocation signals.
equally in terms of traffic network
turn lanes or queue relocation signals.
turn lanes or queue relocation signals.
Therefore these score approximately
Therefore these score approximately
integration, meaning the score for this
Therefore these score approximately
equally in terms of traffic network
equally in terms of traffic network
criteria is based off the public transport
equally in terms of traffic network
integration, meaning the score for this
integration performance.
integration, meaning the score for this
integration, meaning the score for this
criteria is based off the public transport
criteria is based off the public transport
criteria is based off the public transport
integration performance.
integration performance.
integration performance.

This scheme improves cycles routes along
This scheme improves cycles routes along
Maryborough Hill, widening the road to
Maryborough Hill, widening the road to
have cycle lanes in both directions for the
have cycle lanes in both directions for the
majority of the route (whereas currently
This scheme uses existing cycle greenways majority of the route (whereas currently This scheme uses existing cycle greenways
only outbound cycling was provided along
along Maryborough Hill, which are
only outbound cycling was provided along
along Maryborough Hill, which are
the whole route), with gaps at the N40
the whole route), with gaps at the N40
greenways in the Cork Cycle Network Plan.
greenways in the Cork Cycle Network Plan.
bridge). Maryborough Hill is a Primary
This scheme and 3A score worse than the
bridge). Maryborough Hill is a Primary
This scheme and 3A score worse than the
route in the Cork Cycle Network Plan.
route in the Cork Cycle Network Plan.
other schemes due to using existing
other schemes due to using existing
infrastructure and not providing a new,
infrastructure and not providing a new,
Due to providing new infrastrucutre along
Due to providing new infrastrucutre along
more direct link along a primary cycle
more direct link along a primary cycle
this primary cycle route this scheme
this primary cycle route this scheme
network route.
network route.
performs better than Options 2A and 3A
performs better than Options 2A and 3A
which use the existing greenway only and
which use the existing greenway only and
so don't provide cycling improvements.
so don't provide cycling improvements.

Key trip attractors for this option include
Ballybrack woods.

Accessibility and
Social Inclusion

2503

4446

4129

5904

9340

9133

11174

8263

17779

4110

15433

16771

204

1000

986

944

1081

2124

2059

2060

2161

3509

3298

3117

20116

37862

35355

38195

Option 4 serves part of a route that has a
high frequency of busses proposed in the
Options 3A & 3B serve a route that has the
2023 bus network. This route currently has
highest frequency of busses proposed in
no bus infrastructure so improving this
the 2023 bus network. This route currently
route means that it is useful in terms of
has no bus infrastructure so improving this
public transport integration, however part
route means that they are most useful in
of the route has no proposed bus network
terms of public transport integration.
so this performs more poorly than Option
5 & 6.
All options allow all traffic movements to
continue to be made, with slight
All options allow all traffic movements to
reductions in capacity due to loss of right
continue to be made, with slight
turn lanes or queue relocation signals.
reductions in capacity due to loss of right
Therefore these score approximately
turn lanes or queue relocation signals.
equally in terms of traffic network
Therefore these score approximately
integration, meaning the score for this
equally in terms of traffic network
criteria is based off the public transport
integration, meaning the score for this
integration performance.
criteria is based off the public transport
integration performance.

Options 5&6 serve a route that has a high Options 5&6 serve a route that has a high
frequency of busses proposed in the 2023 frequency of busses proposed in the 2023
bus network. This route currently has no
bus network. This route currently has no
bus infrastructure so improving this route bus infrastructure so improving this route
means that they are useful in terms of
means that they are useful in terms of
public transport integration, and perform public transport integration, and perform
better than Option 1, 2 &4 bus worse than better than Option 1, 2 &4 bus worse than
3A & 3B.
3A & 3B.
All options allow all traffic movements to
continue to be made, with slight
reductions in capacity due to loss of right
turn lanes or queue relocation signals.
Therefore these score approximately
equally in terms of traffic network
integration, meaning the score for this
criteria is based off the public transport
integration performance.

All options allow all traffic movements to
continue to be made, with slight
reductions in capacity due to loss of right
turn lanes or queue relocation signals.
Therefore these score approximately
equally in terms of traffic network
integration, meaning the score for this
criteria is based off the public transport
integration performance.

This scheme improves cycles routes along This scheme improves cycles routes along This scheme improves cycles routes along This scheme improves cycles routes along
Maryborough Hill, widening the road to
Maryborough Hill, widening the road to
Maryborough Hill, widening the road to
Maryborough Hill, widening the road to
have cycle lanes in both directions for the have cycle lanes in both directions for the have cycle lanes in both directions for the have cycle lanes in both directions for the
majority of the route (whereas currently
majority of the route (whereas currently
majority of the route (whereas currently
majority of the route (whereas currently
only outbound cycling was provided along only outbound cycling was provided along only outbound cycling was provided along only outbound cycling was provided along
the whole route), with gaps at the N40
the whole route), with gaps at the N40
the whole route), with gaps at the N40
the whole route), with gaps at the N40
bridge). Maryborough Hill is a Primary
bridge). Maryborough Hill is a Primary
bridge). Maryborough Hill is a Primary
bridge). Maryborough Hill is a Primary
route in the Cork Cycle Network Plan.
route in the Cork Cycle Network Plan.
route in the Cork Cycle Network Plan.
route in the Cork Cycle Network Plan.
Due to providing new infrastrucutre along
this primary cycle route this scheme
performs better than Options 2A and 3A
which use the existing greenway only and
so don't provide cycling improvements.

Due to providing new infrastrucutre along
this primary cycle route this scheme
performs better than Options 2A and 3A
which use the existing greenway only and
so don't provide cycling improvements.

Due to providing new infrastrucutre along
this primary cycle route this scheme
performs better than Options 2A and 3A
which use the existing greenway only and
so don't provide cycling improvements.

Due to providing new infrastrucutre along
this primary cycle route this scheme
performs better than Options 2A and 3A
which use the existing greenway only and
so don't provide cycling improvements.

Proposed scheme uses existing pedestrain Proposed scheme uses existing pedestrain Proposed scheme uses existing pedestrain Proposed scheme uses existing pedestrain Proposed scheme uses existing pedestrain Proposed scheme uses existing pedestrain Proposed scheme uses existing pedestrain Proposed scheme uses existing pedestrain
pathways, making minor improvements
pathways, making minor improvements
pathways, making minor improvements
pathways, making minor improvements
pathways, making minor improvements
pathways, making minor improvements
pathways, making minor improvements
pathways, making minor improvements
and widening as road widening is required. and widening as road widening is required. and widening as road widening is required. and widening as road widening is required. and widening as road widening is required. and widening as road widening is required. and widening as road widening is required. and widening as road widening is required.

D

Rank

2986

R

Rank

4183

7799
12255

W

Rank
Residential Catchment
400m (5 mins)
800m (10 mins)
1200m (15 mins)
Employment Catchment
400m (5 mins)
800m (10 mins)
1200m (15 mins)

AF
T

Land Use Integration

All route options serve the strategic
housing development near the top of
Maryborough Hill.
This option also serves the strategic
houseing and school developments
adacent to Carrigaline Road so
performs best for this option.

IP

Rank

Key trip attractors for this option include
Ballybrack woods, Maryborough Hotel &
Spa and Douglas Golf Club.

Key trip attractors for this option include
Ballybrack woods, Maryborough Hotel &
Spa and Douglas Golf Club.

Key trip attractors for this option include
Maryborough Hotel & Spa and Douglas
Golf Club.

Key trip attractors for this option include
Maryborough Hotel & Spa and Douglas
Golf Club.

Key trip attractors for this option include
Rochestown Park Hotel and Scoil Phádraig
Naofa Catholic Primary School

Key trip attractors for this option include
Rochestown Park Hotel and Garryduff
Sports Center

Key trip attractors for this option include
Rochestown Park Hotel and Garryduff
Sports Center

Options 5 & 6 perform better as they serve Options 5 & 6 perform better as they serve
Garryduff Sports Center
Garryduff Sports Center

Rank

Deprived Geographic Areas

All routes go through areas of similar
affluence.

All routes go through areas of similar
affluence.

This route widens Maryborough Hill to
provide dedicated cycle lanes in both
directions, as this is the most direct route
into Douglas from Maryborough it is likely
that cyclists will use this route and benefit
from the increased safety of the cycle
lanes, meaning that this option performs
better than the options that don't have
dedicated cycle lanes on Maryborough Hill.

This route provides no improvements to
cycle provision on Maryborough Hill, as this
is the most direct route into Douglas from
maryborough it is likely that cyclists will
use this route regardless of if cycle facilities
are available, and therefore this option
which does not provide cycle facilities for
these cyclists is less safe than the options
that do.

All routes go through areas of similar
affluence.

All routes go through areas of similar
affluence.

All routes go through areas of similar
affluence.

All routes go through areas of similar
affluence.

All routes go through areas of similar
affluence.

All routes go through areas of similar
affluence.

This route widens Maryborough Hill to
provide dedicated cycle lanes in both
directions, as this is the most direct route
into Douglas from Maryborough it is likely
that cyclists will use this route and benefit
from the increased safety of the cycle
lanes, meaning that this option performs
better than the options that don't have
dedicated cycle lanes on Maryborough Hill.

This route widens Maryborough Hill to
provide dedicated cycle lanes in both
directions, as this is the most direct route
into Douglas from Maryborough it is likely
that cyclists will use this route and benefit
from the increased safety of the cycle
lanes, meaning that this option performs
better than the options that don't have
dedicated cycle lanes on Maryborough Hill.

This route widens Maryborough Hill to
provide dedicated cycle lanes in both
directions, as this is the most direct route
into Douglas from Maryborough it is likely
that cyclists will use this route and benefit
from the increased safety of the cycle
lanes, meaning that this option performs
better than the options that don't have
dedicated cycle lanes on Maryborough Hill.

Rank

Safety

Road Safety

This route widens Maryborough Hill to
This route provides no improvements to
This route widens Maryborough Hill to
provide dedicated cycle lanes in both
cycle provision on Maryborough Hill, as
provide dedicated cycle lanes in both
directions, as this is the most direct route this is the most direct route into Douglas directions, as this is the most direct route
into Douglas from Maryborough it is likely from maryborough it is likely that cyclists into Douglas from Maryborough it is likely
that cyclists will use this route and benefit
will use this route regardless of if cycle
that cyclists will use this route and benefit
from the increased safety of the cycle
facilities are available, and therefore this
from the increased safety of the cycle
lanes, meaning that this option performs
option which does not provide cycle
lanes, meaning that this option performs
better than the options that don't have
facilities for these cyclists is less safe than
better than the options that don't have
dedicated cycle lanes on Maryborough Hill.
the options that do.
dedicated cycle lanes on Maryborough Hill.

Rank

Archaeological, Architectural
and Cultural Heritage

Rank

Avoids negative impacts to Church St ACA. Avoids negative impacts to Church St ACA.
Potential to impact stone boundary wall
Potential to impact stone boundary wall
associated with 19th century Rectory
associated with 19th century Rectory
(NIAH site) in Ardarrig on E side of
(NIAH site) in Ardarrig on E side of
Carrigaline Rd, however road could be
Carrigaline Rd, however road could be
widened on opposite side to avoid this
widened on opposite side to avoid this
impact. No other designated sites
impact. No other designated sites affected.
affected. While no specific archaeological
No specific archaeological potential
potential was identified there is a
identified. Where widening into green
possibility for the discovery of
spaces elsewhere along route, these areas
archaeological deposits / finds along
have already been disturbed by treeproposed new road. Where widening into
planting etc, which has reduced any

Avoids negative impacts to Church St ACA. No designated sites affected. No specific
No designated sites affected. No specific
Potential to impact gateway (NIAH) &
Potential to impact gateways (NIAH) &
Potential to impact entrance / walls to
Potential to impact stone boundary wall archaeological potential identified. Where archaeological potential identified. Where boundary walls to 18th/19th century Hill boundary walls to 18th century Old Wood
Windyridge (NIAH) on S side of
associated with 19th century Rectory
widening into green spaces along route,
House on NE side of Clarke's Hill, and
House & 18th/19th century Hill House on Rochestown Rd (opposite Belgard Downs),
widening into green spaces along route,
(NIAH site) in Ardarrig on E side of
these areas have already been disturbed entrance / walls to Windyridge (NIAH) on S
NE side of Clarke's Hill, and entrance /
however road could be widened on
these areas have already been disturbed
Carrigaline Rd, however road could be
by tree-planting etc, which has reduced
side of Rochestown Rd (opposite Belgard
walls to Windyridge (NIAH) on S side of
opposite side to avoid these impacts.
by tree-planting etc, which has reduced
widened on opposite side to avoid this
any inherent archaeological potential. No any inherent archaeological potential. No Downs), however road could be widened Rochestown Rd (opposite Belgard Downs), Potential impact to entrance / boundary
new road proposed for this option.
on opposite side to avoid these
however road could be widened on
walls to Thornbury (NIAH) on W side of
new road proposed for this option.
impact. No other designated sites affected.
impacts.'No other designated sites
opposite side to avoid these impacts.'No
Coach Hill. Difficult to avoid impact if
No specific archaeological potential
affected. Stone boundary walls along both
other designated sites affected. Stone
widening here. 'No other designated sites
identified. Where widening into green
sides of the road on the N section of
boundary walls along both sides of the
spaces elsewhere along route (even where
affected.
No specific archaeological potential
Clarke's Hill are associated with the former road on the N section of Clarke's Hill are
this is greater than in 2A), these areas have
already been disturbed by tree-planting
Mount Hovel estate (W) and Hill House
associated with the former Mount Hovel
identified. Where widening into green

Section 1 - Main MCA

Stage 2
Assessment
Criteria

Sub-Criteria

Route 1

Route 2A

Route 2B

Route 3A

Route 3B

Route 4

Route 5

Route 6

This option would require approx 35 trees
'This option would require approx 110
to be removed on Garyduff Road, it is likely trees to be removed on Garyduff Road and
some replanting would be possible.
Clarkes Hill, it is likely some replanting
'This option would require approx 135
would be possible, however this will be
Approx 85 trees would likely be removed
limited due to space constraints.
trees to be removed on Garyduff Road /
Approx 15 trees would be removed on
Approx 10 trees would be removed on
Approx 15 trees would be removed on
along Foxwood / Kilbrody / Clarkes Wood,
Coach Hill, it is likely some replanting
A further 15-20 trees would likely be
Maryborough Hill south of the N40. ReA further 15-20 trees would likely be
Maryborough Hill south of the N40. ReMaryborough Hill south of the N40. Re- it is likely at least 70% of this number could A further 300m length of hedgerows and
would be possible, howver this will be
planting is likely to be possible along here. removed on Maryborough Hill adjacent to removed on Maryborough Hill adjacent to
planting is likely to be possible along here. planting is likely to be possible along here.
be replanted.
densly vegetated areas are likely ot be
limited due to space constraints. A further
Douglas Golf Club due to widening along
Douglas Golf Club due to widening along
300m length of hedgerows and densly
affected by this.
This option would require the removal of here. Re-planting along here may or may
here. Re-planting along here may or may
A further 20-30trees would likely be
A further 10 trees would likely be removed
vegetated areas are likely ot be affected by
not be possible.
significant amounts of trees and
not be possible.
On Clarkes Hill 8m of widening into a
On Clarkes Hill 8m of widening into a
this.
removed on Maryborough Hill. Re-planting on Maryborough Hill. Re-planting along
vegetation with the introduction of the
along here may or may not be possible.
densly vegetaed strip containing lots of
densly vegetaed strip containing lots of
here may or may not be possible.
630mx6m new link parallel to the N40.
A further approx 50 trees are likely to be
A further approx 50 trees are likely to be
trees would be required for 430m in
trees would be required for 700m in
Approx 70 trees would be impacted on
impacted along Maryborough Woods,
Further significant amounts of trees and
impacted along Maryborough Woods,
This option performs significantly better This option has significantly less impact on
length.
length.
Rochestown Road, with planting possible
vegetation would be lost due to widening
through here re-planting is likely to be
through here re-planting is likely to be
than all other options for biodiversity,
biodiversity than the other options, and
on approx 50% of the route.
into the vegetaed areas that bound
possible as the widening is into public
possible as the widening is into public
except for Option 3B, so scores second
performs better than option 3A so scores
Approx 35 trees would be impacted on
Approx 35 trees would be impacted on
greenspace.
Carrigaline Road, up to a 7m strip for
greenspace.
best for this criterion.
Rochestown Road, with planting possible Rochestown Road, with planting possible Overall this is considered a highly impactful
best for this criterion.
2.2km
on approx 50% of the route.
on approx 50% of the route.
Option in terms of biodiversity, particularly
Significant removal of trees and vegetation Significant removal of trees and vegetation
Because of this, this option scores best for Because of this, this option scores best for
due to the high density vegetated area
where the route goes through Ballybrack
As a result of the this, this option performs where the route goes through Ballybrack
this criterion.
this criterion.
Overall this is considered a highly
impacted on Coach Hill, and as a result
Overall this is considered a highly impactful
the worst for biodiversity.
Wood. 8m of widening for 210m in densly Wood. 8m of widening for 210m in densly
scheme, particularly due to the high
impactful Option in terms of biodiversity, scores poorly for this criterion (but better
vegetated area with lots of trees.
vegetated area with lots of trees.
particularly due to the high density
than Option 1).
density vegetated area impacted on
Clarkes hill, and as a result scores poorly
vegetated area impacted on Coach Hill,
for this criterion (but better than Option
and as a result scores poorly for this
1).
criterion.
Approx 15 trees would be removed on
Maryborough Hill south of the N40. Replanting is likely to be possible along here.

Biodiversity

Approx 15 trees would be removed on
Maryborough Hill south of the N40. Replanting is likely to be possible along here.

Rank
None of the options require works in lands
that are likely to contain contaminated
ground.

Soils and Geology

None of the options require works in lands
None of the options require works in lands
None of the options require works in lands
that are likely to contain contaminated
that are likely to contain contaminated
that are likely to contain contaminated
ground.
ground.
ground.

None of the options require works in lands
that are likely to contain contaminated
ground.
None of the options require works in lands
that are likely to contain contaminated
Significant earthworks would be required
This route has a shorter length than the
Significant earthworks would be required
Significant earthworks would be required
The proposed scheme would require
ground.
adjacent to Douglas Golf Club to widen the
other options so requires less earthworks
along the new link, and along Carrigaline
widening along the entire route into a mix
adjacent to Douglas Golf Club to widen the
cross section here where there is a large
overall.
Road where the route is constrained by
cross section here where there is a large
of greenspace and private land to provide
This route requires significantly less
level change in the cross section.
steep embankments on either side,
level change in the cross section.
dedicated bus lane in both direction of
However significant works will be required earthworks than all other options, due to
particularly adjacent to Ballybrack Woods.
travel.
Significant earthworks will also be required
adjacent to Douglas Golf club meaning this having a short route and requireing the
Significant earthworks will also be required
along Carrigaline Road through Ballybrack
scores worse than Option 3B.
least widening.
along Carrigaline Road through Ballybrack
Significant Earthworks would be required
Because of this this option scores badly for
Woods.
this criterion.
Woods.
on Clarkes Hill.

Rank

Water Resources

All options make no changes to land
All options make no changes to land
All options make no changes to land
All options make no changes to land
All options make no changes to land
All options make no changes to land
that has been designated a Landscape
that has been designated a Landscape that has been designated a Landscape that has been designated a Landscape
that has been designated a Landscape that has been designated a Landscape
preservation zone or area of high
preservation zone or area of high
preservation zone or area of high
preservation zone or area of high
preservation zone or area of high
preservation zone or area of high
landscape value in the Cork City
landscape value in the Cork City
landscape value in the Cork City
landscape value in the Cork City
landscape value in the Cork City
landscape value in the Cork City
Development plan.
Development plan.
Development plan.
Development plan.
Development plan.
Development plan.
This
This
This
This
The
The
Option has no impact on the viewing
Option has no impact on the viewing Option has no impact on the viewing Option has no impact on the viewing
proposed scheme has no impact on
proposed scheme has no impact on
of any local landmarks or strategic
of any local landmarks or strategic
of any local landmarks or strategic
of any local landmarks or strategic
the viewing of any local landmarks or the viewing of any local landmarks or
landmark building.
landmark building.
landmark building.
landmark building.
strategic landmark building.
strategic landmark building.
Due to widening into public
greenspace in residential areas
(Maryborough Woods) this option
performs worse for this criteria than
options 1 & 3 which don't do this.

W

Due to widening into public
greenspace in residential areas
(Maryborough Woods) this option
performs worse for this criteria than
options 1 & 3 which don't do this.

Due to widening into public
This Option requires less widening into This Option requires less widening into
greenspace in residential areas (Mount
public greenspace than Options 2, 4, 5 public greenspace than Options 2, 4, 5
Oval, Rochestown Road) this option
& 6 so scores slightly better for this
& 6 so scores slightly better for this
performs worse for this criteria than
criterion compared to those Options
criterion compared to those Options
options 1 & 3 which don't do this.

This scheme uses existing roadways and
generally does not bring vehicles closer to
sensitive receptors except for a 800m
section of Carrigaline Road.

This scheme uses existing roadways and
will bring vehicles closer to sensitive
receptors for approx 1km of the route
through Maryborough Woods and on
Carrigaline Road.

This scheme uses existing roadways and
will bring vehicles closer to sensitive
receptors for approx 1km of the route
through Maryborough Woods and on
Carrigaline Road.

This scheme uses existing roadways and
will bring vehicles closer to sensitive
receptors for approx 700m of the route on
Maryborough Hill.

Overall there is likely to be very minor
Overall there is likely to be very minor
Overall there is likely to be minor impacts Overall there is likely to be minor impacts
impacts to noise, vibration, and air quality
impacts to noise, vibration, and air quality
to noise, vibration, and air quality from this to noise, vibration, and air quality from this
from this option
from this option
option
option

Rank

Land Use and Built
Environment

Smaller amount of land acquisition
required than most other options.

Slightly higher amount of land acquisition
required than other options

D

R

Rank

Significant Earthworks would be required
on Coach Hill.

All options make no changes to land
All options make no changes to land
that has been designated a Landscape
that has been designated a Landscape
preservation zone or area of high
preservation zone or area of high
landscape value in the Cork City
landscape value in the Cork City
Development plan.
Development plan.
This
This
Option has no impact on the viewing
Option has no impact on the viewing
of any local landmarks or strategic
of any local landmarks or strategic
landmark building.
landmark building.

AF
T

Noise, vibration and air quality

Significant Earthworks would be required
on Clarkes Hill.

No works near waterways are required for No works near waterways are required for No works near waterways are required for No works near waterways are required for No works near waterways are required for No works near waterways are required for
any options in this set.
any options in this set.
any options in this set.
any options in this set.
any options in this set.
any options in this set.

This Option requires less widening into
public greenspace than Options 2, 4, 5
& 6 so scores slightly better for this
criterion compared to those Options

Rank

The proposed scheme would require
The proposed scheme would require
widening along the entire route into a mix
widening along the entire route into a mix
of greenspace and private land to provide
of greenspace and private land to provide
dedicated bus lane in both direction of
dedicated bus lane in both direction of
travel.
travel.

No works near waterways are required for No works near waterways are required for
any options in this set.
any options in this set.

Rank

Landscape and visual

None of the options require works in lands
that are likely to contain contaminated
ground.

IP

Environment

None of the options require works in lands
that are likely to contain contaminated
ground.

Slightly higher amount of land acquisition
required than other options

Smaller amount of land acquisition
required than most other options.

This scheme uses existing roadways and
not bring vehicles closer to sensitive
receptors.

This scheme uses existing roadways and
will bring vehicles closer to sensitive
receptors for part of Rochestown Road and
in Mount Oval Village.

Due to widening into public
greenspace in residential areas
(Rochestown Road) this option
performs worse for this criteria than
options 1 & 3 which don't do this.

Due to widening into public
greenspace in residential areas
(Rochestown Road) this option
performs worse for this criteria than
options 1 & 3 which don't do this.

This scheme uses existing roadways and
will bring vehicles closer to sensitive
receptors for part of Garryduff Road,
Clarkes Hill and Rochestown Road

This scheme uses existing roadways and
will bring vehicles closer to sensitive
receptors for part of Garryduff Road, Coach
Hill and Rochestown Road

Overall there is likely to be negligible
Overall there is likely to be minor impacts Overall there is likely to be minor impacts
impacts to noise, vibration, and air quality
to noise, vibration, and air quality from this to noise, vibration, and air quality from
from this option
option
this option

Smaller amount of land acquisition
required than most other options.

Slightly higher amount of land acquisition
required than other options

Overall there is likely to be negative
impacts to noise, vibration, and air quality
from this option

Slightly higher amount of land acquisition Higher amount of land acquisition required
than other options
required than other options

Stage 2
Assessment
Criteria

Section 2

Sub-Criteria

Capital Cost

Route 1

Route 2

Route 3

Total - 6.5M

Total - 5.5M

Total - 4.0M

Indicative Scheme Infrastructure
Works Cost - €4.9M
Private Land Costs - €1.2M

Indicative Scheme Infrastructure
Works Cost - €5.5M
Private Land Costs - €0M

Indicative Scheme Infrastructure
Works Cost - €4.0M
Private Land Costs - €0M

Rank

Economy

Average Journey Time

This Scheme has a total length of 0.6 km and
has an average journey time of 3 - 4 minutes.

This Scheme has a total length of 0.9 km and
This Scheme has a total length of 0.5 km and
has an average journey time of 4 - 5 minutes. has an average journey Dtime of 2 - 3 minutes.

Rank

Journey Time Reliability

This Option is the only one to have dedicated
bus lanes for its length, therefore it performs
best for this criterion.

Rank

For this reason this option performs worse
than Option 1 for this criterion.

For this reason this option performs worse
than Option 1 for this criterion.

The proposed route will integrate and go near The proposed route will integrate and go near
a future strategic housing devolpment as part a future strategic housing devolpment as part
of Cork future devolpment plans.
of Cork future devolpment plans.

273

458

495

1610

2001

2117

4601

7085

6773

AF
T

Rank
Residential Catchment
400m (5 mins)
800m (10 mins)
1200m (15 mins)
Employment Catchment
400m (5 mins)
800m (10 mins)
1200m (15 mins)

The proposed route will go near no proposed
or current devolopments.

This route relies on bus gates to give bus
priority and busses will share with general
traffic for most of the option.

W

Land Use Integration

This route relies on bus gates to give bus
priority and busses will share with general
traffic for most of the option.

IP

Dedicated bus lanes serve this route in both
directions.

Total residential and employment (10 mins)

678

1022

1078

1555

1752

1778

2343

2820

2809

11060

15138

15050

D
R

Rank

Integration

Transport Integration

Public Transport:
Option 3 best serves rotues that have a higher
frequency of busses shown in the proposed
2023 bus network, and for this reason they
performs better than Option 1 & 2 for public
transport integration.
General Traffic:
One lane of general traffic would be removed
along Douglas Relief Road to provide dedicated
bus lanes in both directions. General traffic
movements would remain the same along the
route, however minor delays can be expected
because of the decrease in general traffic
lanes.
This scheme also proposes bus gates along
Douglas East Street and Church Street to turn
the street into access only to provide a cycle
route.
For these reasons this option performs worse
than Option 1 & 2 for general traffic
integration.
Overall Rating:
As this option performs worse for public
transport than option 3, but better for general
traffic than both options, it scores equally
overall for this criteria compared to Option 3,
and better than option 2.

Public Transport:
Public Transport:
Option 3 best serves rotues that have a higher Option 3 best serves rotues that have a higher
frequency of busses shown in the proposed
frequency of busses shown in the proposed
2023 bus network, and for this reason they
2023 bus network, and for this reason they
performs better than Option 1 & 2 for public performs better than Option 1 & 2 for public
transport integration.
transport integration.

General Traffic:
General Traffic:
This scheme proposes bus gates along Douglas This scheme proposes bus gates along Douglas
East Street and Church Street to turn the
East Street and Church Street to turn the
street into access only. The proposed scheme street into access only. This will impact traffic
removes one lane of general traffic from
in Douglas and for this reasons this option
Carrigaline Road and Old Carrigaline Road.
performs worse than Option 1 for general
For these reasons this option performs worse
traffic integration
than Option 1 for general traffic integration
Overall Rating:
Overall Rating:
As this option performs better for public
As this option performs worse for public
transport than option 1, but worse for general
transport than option 3, and also performs
traffic than both option 1, it scores equally
poorly for general traffic integration, it scores overall for this criteria compared to Option 1,
the worst for this criteron.
and better than option 2.

Rank

Cyclist Integration

All propsed schemes use the same cycle route, All propsed schemes use the same cycle route, All propsed schemes use the same cycle route,
which is part of a primary cycle route of the
which is part of a primary cycle route of the
which is part of a primary cycle route of the
Cork cycle Network Plan, and therefore
Cork cycle Network Plan, and therefore
Cork cycle Network Plan, and therefore
perform equally for this criterion.
perform equally for this criterion.
perform equally for this criterion.

Rank

Pedestrian Integration

Pedestrain footpaths would remain the same
for proposed scheme.

Pedestrain footpaths would remain the same
for proposed scheme.

Pedestrain footpaths would remain the same
for proposed scheme.

Stage 2
Assessment
Criteria

Section 2

Sub-Criteria

Route 1

Route 2

Route 3

Key trip atractors include the Douglas
Shoppinh Centre and Watergold Apartment
complex.

Key trip attractors include local businessess
and restraurants on Dougles East and
apartments and housing along Carrigaline Rd.
Proposed options 2 and 3 score better due to
serving Douglas Village better.

Key trip attractors include local businessess,
restraurants and apartments and housing
along Douglas East. Proposed options 2 and 3
score better due to serving Douglas Village
better.

The proposed route serves an area that is
considered slightly above average.

The proposed route serve an area that is
considered affluent.

The proposed route serve an area that is
considered affluent.

All routes perform equally for road safety.

All routes perform equally for road safety.

All routes perform equally for road safety.

Rank

Key Trip Attractors
(Education, Health, Commercial, Retail, Leisure)

Accessibility and
Social Inclusion

Rank
Deprived Geographic Areas
Rank

Safety

Road Safety
Rank

Rank

Biodiversity

IP

Route traverses 19th century bridge (NIAH) but Any road-widening for cycle route along S side
works here will be restricted to narrowing the
of Church St and W side of West Douglas St
modern footpaths on bridge deck, with no
could negatively affect the Douglassignificant adverse impact to bridge. Any road- Donnybrook ACA (Sub-Areas A & B). No other
widening for cycle route along S side of Church
designated sites affected. No specific
St and W side of West Douglas St could
archaeological potential identified & majority
negatively affect the Douglas-Donnybrook ACA
of works are within existing roadway.
(Sub-Areas A & B).'No other designated sites
affected. No specific archaeological potential
identified & majority of works are within
existing roadway.

W

Archaeological, Architectural and Cultural Heritage

Any road-widening for cycle route along S side
of Church St and W side of West Douglas St
could negatively affect the DouglasDonnybrook ACA (Sub-Areas A & B). No other
designated sites affected. No specific
archaeological potential identified & majority
of works are within existing roadway.

Between 0-5 trees and 50m of vegetation may
be impacted by this scheme, to accommdate
the widened cross section.

No trees or vegetation would need to be
removed for the proposed scheme.

No trees or vegetation would need to be
removed for the proposed scheme.

The proposed route requires minor
groundworks to widen Douglas Relief Rd. to
allow for dedicated bus lanes in both
directions of travel. The area is currently
greenspace and should have near zero chance
of being contaminated.

The proposed route requires minor
groundworks to reallocate current roadspace
for bus lanes, including removing small
sections of street parking, and pedestrian
pathways.

The proposed route requires minor
groundworks to reallocate current roadspace
for bus lanes, including removing small
sections of street parking, and pedestrian
pathways.

None of these options are llikely to impact
water resources in the area.

None of these options are llikely to impact
water resources in the area.

None of these options are llikely to impact
water resources in the area.

AF
T

Rank

Soils and Geology

Rank

Water Resources

D
R

Environment

Rank

Landscape and visual

The proposed route goes through an
The proposed scheme requires widening and
architectual conservatervation area for the
removing vegation along Douglas Relief Rd,
The proposed scheme requires minimal
which would have a minor negative impact on majority of the inbound direction. There would
changes to the carriageway layout compared
be minor widening of the road in the area, by
landscape and visual in the area.
to he other schemes. Therefore it performs
removng sections of street parking and
slightly better for this criterion.
changing pedestrian pathways.
For this reason this option scores slightly worse
for this criterion than Option 3.
For this reason this option scores slightly worse
for this criterion than Option 3.

Rank

Noise, vibration and air quality

The proposed schemes use existing
The proposed schemes use existing
The proposed schemes use existing
roadways,and doesn't bring traffic closer to
roadways,and doesn't bring traffic closer to
roadways,and doesn't bring traffic closer to
sensitive receptors, therefore there should be sensitive receptors, therefore there should be sensitive receptors, therefore there should be
little change In the amount of noise, vibration, little change In the amount of noise, vibration, little change In the amount of noise, vibration,
and air quality in the area.
and air quality in the area.
and air quality in the area.

Rank

Land Use and Built Environment

Rank

Land take and some loss of private parking
likely from Aldi and along Douglas Reflief Road

Minor loss of on-street parking in Douglas
Village

Minor loss of on-street parking in Douglas
Village

Stage 2
Assessment
Criteria

Section 2 - Set 2B

Sub-Criteria

Capital Cost

Route 1

Route 2

Route 3

Total - €5.6M

Total - €7.2M

Total - €5.4M

Indicative Scheme Infrastructure
Works Cost - €5.6M
Private Land Costs - €0M

Indicative Scheme Infrastructure
Works Cost - €7.2M
Private Land Costs - €0.45M

Indicative Scheme Infrastructure
Works Cost - €5.4M
Private Land Costs - €0.45M

Rank

Average Journey Time

This Scheme has a total length of 0.7 km and
This Scheme has a total length of 0.7 km and
This Scheme has a total length of 0.7 km and
has an average journey Dtime of 2 - 3 minutes. has an average journey Dtime of 2 - 3 minutes. has an average journey Dtime of 2 - 3 minutes.

Economy
Rank

Journey Time Reliability

All routes rely on bus gates to give bus priority All routes rely on bus gates to give bus priority All routes rely on bus gates to give bus priority
through Douglas. Option 1 has dedicated bus through Douglas. Option 1 has dedicated bus through Douglas. Option 1 has dedicated bus
lanes on River Walk, so has more dedicated lanes on River Walk, so has more edicated bus lanes on River Walk, so has more edicated bus
bus lanes than the other 2 Options which have
lanes than the other 2 Options which have
lanes than the other 2 Options which have
none / very limited.
none / very limited.
none / very limited.

IP

Option 1 also has less junctions than the other Option 1 also has less junctions than the other Option 1 also has less junctions than the other
2 options so performs best for this criterion.
2 options so performs best for this criterion.
2 options so performs best for this criterion.

Rank

Land Use Integration

All options will integrate with the land in a
All options will integrate with the land in a
All options will integrate with the land in a
similar way and therefore score equally for this similar way and therefore score equally for this similar way and therefore score equally for this
criterion.
criterion.
criterion.

AF
T

Rank
Residential Catchment
400m (5 mins)
800m (10 mins)
1200m (15 mins)
Employment Catchment
400m (5 mins)
800m (10 mins)
1200m (15 mins)

W

All route options serve the centre of Douglas All route options serve the centre of Douglas All route options serve the centre of Douglas
Village, and improve the public realm in this
Village, and improve the public realm in this
Village, and improve the public realm in this
area. This ties in with the proposals for Douglas area. This ties in with the proposals for Douglas area. This ties in with the proposals for Douglas
in the Cork City Development Plan.
in the Cork City Development Plan.
in the Cork City Development Plan.

Total residential and employment (10 mins)

910

910

910

3600

3600

3600

9070

9070

9070

1350

1350

1350

2134

2134

2134

3235

3235

3235

20299

20299

20299

D
R

Rank

Integration

Transport Integration

Public Transport:
Option 1 best serves East Douglas Street with
provision for the length of the route, this is a
Public Transport:
route that currently has the the highest
Option 1 best serves East Douglas Street with
number of busses and is proposed to maintain
provision for the length of the route, this is a
a high numbre of busses in the future. For this
route that currently has the the highest
reason Option 1 scores best for public
number of busses and is proposed to maintain
transport integration.
a high numbre of busses in the future. For this
reason Option 1 scores best for public
General Traffic:
transport integration.
This scheme proposes bus gates along Douglas
East Street and Church Street to turn the
General Traffic:
street into access only. This will impact traffic
This scheme proposes bus gates along Douglas
in Douglas, this is the same for all options.
East Street and Church Street to turn the
street into access only. This will impact traffic
This Option will reduce the number of general
in Douglas, this is the same for all options.
traffic lanes on River Walk, however unlike the
other options it will not impact traffic on West
Overall all options perform similarly for general
Douglas Street.
traffic integration.

Overall all options perform similarly for general
traffic integration.

Overall Rating:
As this option scores better for public
transport integration. It performs the best
overall for Transport Integration.

Public Transport:
Option 1 best serves East Douglas Street with
provision for the length of the route, this is a
route that currently has the the highest
number of busses and is proposed to maintain
a high numbre of busses in the future. For this
reason Option 1 scores best for public
transport integration.
General Traffic:
This scheme proposes bus gates along Douglas
East Street and Church Street to turn the
street into access only. This will impact traffic
in Douglas, this is the same for all options.
Overall all options perform similarly for general
traffic integration.

Overall Rating:
Overall Rating:
As this option scores worse for public transport As this option scores worse for public transport
integration than Option 1. It performs scores integration than Option 1. It performs scores
worse overall for Transport Integration.
worse overall for Transport Integration.

Rank

Cyclist Integration

Rank

All propsed schemes use the same cycle route, All propsed schemes use the same cycle route, All propsed schemes use the same cycle route,
and therefore perform equally for this
and therefore perform equally for this
and therefore perform equally for this
criterion.
criterion.
criterion.

Stage 2
Assessment
Criteria

Section 2 - Set 2B

Sub-Criteria

Pedestrian Integration

Route 1

Route 2

Route 3

Pedestrain footpaths would remain the same
for proposed scheme.

Pedestrain footpaths would remain the same
for proposed scheme.

Pedestrain footpaths would remain the same
for proposed scheme.

Key trip attractors include local businessess,
restraurants and apartments and housing
along Douglas East. All options score equally
for this as they all serve Douglas Village.

Key trip attractors include local businessess,
restraurants and apartments and housing
along Douglas East. All options score equally
for this as they all serve Douglas Village.

Key trip attractors include local businessess,
restraurants and apartments and housing
along Douglas East. All options score equally
for this as they all serve Douglas Village.

The proposed route serve an area that is
considered affluent.

The proposed route serve an area that is
considered affluent.

The proposed route serve an area that is
considered affluent.

All routes perform equally for road safety.

All routes perform equally for road safety.

All routes perform equally for road safety.

Potential impact to Douglas-Donnybrook ACA
(Sub-Area C) and the designated sites within it
if the proposed landtake falls within the ACA .
Where widening is required at Haveli
Restaurant, there are no constraints from a
cultural heritage perspective. Road widening
elsewhere along West Douglas St for the cycle
route would impact the Douglas-Donnybrook
ACA (Sub-Area A). No specific archaeological
potential identified.

Potential impact to Douglas-Donnybrook ACA
(Sub-Area C) and the designated sites within it
if the proposed landtake falls within the ACA .
Where widening is required at Haveli
Restaurant, there are no constraints from a
cultural heritage perspective. Road widening
elsewhere along West Douglas St for the cycle
route would impact the Douglas-Donnybrook
ACA (Sub-Area A). No specific archaeological
potential identified.

Rank

Key Trip Attractors
(Education, Health, Commercial, Retail, Leisure)

Accessibility and
Social Inclusion

Rank
Deprived Geographic Areas

Safety

Road Safety

Archaeological, Architectural and Cultural Heritage

W

Rank

IP

Rank

Potential impact to Douglas-Donnybrook ACA
(Sub-Area C) and the designated sites within it
if the proposed landtake falls within the ACA .
No specific archaeological potential identified
& majority of works are otherwise within
existing roadway.

AF
T

Rank

Biodiversity

No trees or vegetation would need to be
removed for the proposed scheme.

Approx 6 trees and 75m of vegetation would
likely be impacted in the grounds of St Lukes
Church when widening into this area

Approx 6 trees and 75m of vegetation would
likely be impacted in the grounds of St Lukes
Church when widening into this area

The proposed route requires minor
groundworks to reallocate current roadspace
for bus lanes, including removing small
sections of street parking, and pedestrian
pathways.

The proposed route requires minor
groundworks to reallocate current roadspace
for bus lanes, including removing small
sections of street parking, and pedestrian
pathways.

The proposed route requires minor
groundworks to reallocate current roadspace
for bus lanes, including removing small
sections of street parking, and pedestrian
pathways.

None of these options are llikely to impact
water resources in the area.

None of these options are llikely to impact
water resources in the area.

None of these options are llikely to impact
water resources in the area.

Rank

D
R

Soils and Geology

Rank

Water Resources

Environment

Rank

Landscape and visual

Option 1 requires minimal changes to the
Option 1 requires minimal changes to the
Option 1 requires minimal changes to the
carriageway layout compared to Options 2 & 3 carriageway layout compared to Options 2 & 3 carriageway layout compared to Options 2 & 3
which would require widening on Church
which would require widening on Church
which would require widening on Church
Street which is an ACA. Therefore Option 1
Street which is an ACA. Therefore Option 1
Street which is an ACA. Therefore Option 1
performs slightly better for this criterion.
performs slightly better for this criterion.
performs slightly better for this criterion.

Rank

Noise, vibration and air quality

Rank

The proposed scheme generally use existing The proposed scheme generally use existing The proposed scheme generally use existing
roadways,and don't bring traffic closer to
roadways,and don't bring traffic closer to
roadways,and don't bring traffic closer to
sensitive receptors, therefore there should be sensitive receptors, therefore there should be sensitive receptors, therefore there should be
little change In the amount of noise, vibration, little change In the amount of noise, vibration, little change In the amount of noise, vibration,
and air quality in the area.
and air quality in the area.
and air quality in the area.

Stage 2
Assessment
Criteria

Section 2 - Set 2B

Sub-Criteria

Route 1

Land Use and Built Environment

Minor loss of on-street parking in Douglas
Village

Route 2

Route 3

Minor loss of on-street parking in Douglas
Village

Minor loss of on-street parking in Douglas
Village

On street parking on Church Street may be
impacted.

On street parking on Church Street may be
impacted.

Land take from St lukes Church and the area
Land take from St lukes Church and the area
outside of haveli Restuarant may be required. outside of haveli Restuarant may be required.
For this reason this option scores worse than
option 1 for this criterion

For this reason this option scores worse than
option 1 for this criterion

D
R

AF
T

W

IP

Rank

Douglas and South Douglas Road MCA

Stage 2
Assessment
Criteria

Sub-Criteria

Capital Cost

Route 1

Route 2

Route 3

Route 4

Route 5

Route 6

Route 7

Route 8

Route 9

Route 10

Total - 10.5M

Total - 16.0M

Total - 30.9M

Total - 29.5M

Total - 12.4M

Total - 31.0M

Total - 33.7M

Total - 32.7M

Total - 29.6M

Total - 24.7M

Indicative Scheme Infrastructure
Works Cost - €10.2M
Private Land Costs - €0.3M

Indicative Scheme Infrastructure
Works Cost - €15.0M
Private Land Costs - €1.0M

Indicative Scheme Infrastructure
Works Cost - €25.9M
Private Land Costs - €5.0M

Indicative Scheme Infrastructure
Works Cost - €24.7M
Private Land Costs - €4.8M

Indicative Scheme Infrastructure
Works Cost - €11.6M
Private Land Costs - €0.8M

Indicative Scheme Infrastructure
Works Cost - €22.5M
Private Land Costs - €8.5M

Indicative Scheme Infrastructure
Works Cost - €26.2M
Private Land Costs - €7.5M

Indicative Scheme Infrastructure
Works Cost - €25.2M
Private Land Costs - €7.5M

Indicative Scheme Infrastructure
Works Cost - €22.1M
Private Land Costs - €7.5M

Indicative Scheme Infrastructure
Works Cost - €15.9M
Private Land Costs - €8.8M

The Scheme has a total length of 3.0 km
and has an average journey time of 14 15 minutes.

The Scheme has a total length of 3.50 km
and has an average journey time of approx
18 minutes.

The Scheme has a total length of 3.0 km
and has an average journey time of 14 15 minutes.

Rank

Average Journey Time

Economy

The Scheme has a total length of 3.0 km
The Scheme has a total length of 3.50 km The Scheme has a total length of 3.50 km The Scheme has a total length of 3.66 km
The Scheme has a total length of 3.0 km
The Scheme has a total length of 3.0 km and The Scheme has a total length of 3.66 km
has an average journey time of 14 - 15
and has an average journey time of 14 - and has an average journey time of 14 - 15 and has an average journey time of approx and has an average journey time of approx and has an average journey time of 14 - 15 and has an average journey time of 14 - 15
minutes.
15 minutes.
minutes.
18 minutes.
18 minutes.
minutes.
minutes.

Rank

Journey Time Reliability

Busses would share with general traffic
along most of this route, with bus priority
achieved using bus gates to make the
traffic access only.
For this reason this option will have worse
journey time reliability than options that
have dedicated bus lanes for the length of
the route.

Busses would share with general traffic
along most of this route, with bus priority Dedicated bus lanes serve this entire route
Dedicated bus lanes would serve both
directions along River Walk Rd, South
achieved using bus gates to make the
in both directions.
Douglas Rd slightly before the South Link
traffic access only.
For this reason this Option performs better Road, and all of South Link Road. The rest of
For this reason this Option performs better
for this criterion than the options that
the route would be bus priority through the For this reason this option will have worse for this criterion than the options that don't
For this reason this option will have worse
don't provide dedicated bus lanes for the
use of bus gates in two places of South
journey time reliability than options that provide dedicated bus lanes for the length
journey time reliability than options that
of the route.
length of the route.
Douglas Rd.
have dedicated bus lanes for the length of
have dedicated bus lanes for the length of
the route.
the route.
Busses would share with general traffic
along most of this route, with bus priority
achieved using bus gates to make the
traffic access only.

Dedicated bus lanes serve this entire route
in both directions.

Dedicated bus lanes serve most of the
route in both directions, however bus gates
are used to provide bus priority on Capwell
Dedicated bus lanes serve this entire route
Road where the bussees would share
in both directions.
roadspace with general traffic. This reduces
the journey time reliability. There is also a
For this reason this Option performs better
For this reason this Option performs better
high numbrer of junctions along this route.
for this criterion than the options that don't
for this criterion than the options that don't
provide dedicated bus lanes for the length
provide dedicated bus lanes for the length
For these reasons this option performs
of the route.
of the route.
worse for this criterion than options that
provide dedicated bus lanes for their whole
length and have a more direct route.
Dedicated bus lanes serve this entire route
in both directions.

Dedicated bus lanes serve this entire route
in both directions.
For this reason this Option performs better
for this criterion than the options that don't
provide dedicated bus lanes for the length
of the route.

Rank

Integration

Transport Integration

9237
20878

2453

3338

8153

11342

7558

7558

4270

21286

26083

20641

20641

10217

98296

65223

65223

50170

Public Transport:
This option provides bus infrastructure on a
one way loop around Douglas and S.
Douglas Road. This means that it will not be
possible to have seperate bus routes on
Douglas Road and S. Douglas Road as is
currently proposed in the 2023 bus
network. For this reason, options that
utalise a one way loop perform the worst
for public transport integration.
General Traffic:
This option makes traffic use a one way loop
around Douglas and S. Douglas Road. This is
likely to have a similar level of impact to the
options that make either of these roads
access only for general traffic, and therefore
this performs poorly for general traffic
integration. This option has a allows 2 way
traffic on S. Douglas Road west of Capwell
Road. This means traffic will be able to head
west after leaving the N27 ont he off ramp
there, and for this reasn this option
performs better than Option 3 for general
traffic integration.
Overall Rating:
Overall this performs poorly for Transport
Integration as it perofmrs poorly for both
public transport and general traffic
integration.

Public Transport:
This option provides bus infrastructure on
S. Douglas Road which has a lower
frequency of busses proposed on the 2023
bus network compared to Douglas Road.
For this reason this option performs worse
for public transport integration than the
options that serve Douglas Road.
General Traffic:
This option makes S. Douglas Road access
only for general traffic, which will have
significant impact on the traffic
movements in the area. Therefore this
option scores worse for general traffic
integration than the options that maintain
more traffic movements. This option has a
allows 2 way traffic on S. Douglas Road
west of Capwell Road. This means traffic
will be able to head west after leaving the
N27 ont he off ramp there, and for this
reasn this option performs better than
Option 3 for general traffic integration.
Overall Rating:
Overall this performs poorly for Transport
Integration as it perofmrs poorly for both
public transport and general traffic
integration. But it performs better than
options 2 & 3.

74122

1379

Public Transport:
Public Transport:
This option provides bus infrastructure on
Public Transport:
This option provides bus infrastructure on
S. Douglas Road which has a lower
This option provides bus infrastructure on
a one way loop around Douglas and S.
frequency of busses proposed on the 2023
Douglas Road which has a very high
Douglas Road. This means that it will not
bus network compared to Douglas Road.
frequency of busses proposed on the 2023
be possible to have seperate bus routes on
For this reason this option performs worse
Douglas Road and S. Douglas Road as is
bus network. For this reason this option
for public transport integration than the
currently proposed in the 2023 bus
performs better for public transport
options that serve Douglas Road.
network. For this reason, options that
integration than the options that serve S.
utalise a one way loop perform the worst
Douglas Road.
General Traffic:
for public transport integration.
This option makes S. Douglas Road access
General Traffic:
only for general traffic, which will have a
General Traffic:
This option makes Douglas Road access
very significant impact on the traffic
This option makes traffic use a one way
only for general traffic, which will have a
movements in the area. Therefore this
loop around Douglas and S. Douglas Road.
very significant impact on the traffic
option scores worse for general traffic
This is likely to have a similar level of
movements in the area. Therefore this
integration than the options that maintain
impact to the options that make either of
option scores worse for general traffic
more traffic movements.
these roads access only for general traffic,
integration than the options that maintain
more traffic movements.
and therefore this performs poorly for
Overall Rating:
general traffic integration.
Overall as this perofms poorly for Public
Overall Rating:
Transport integration and general traffic
Overall as this perofms one of the best for
Overall Rating:
integration it gets a low overall score for
Overall this performs poorly for Transport
public Transport Integration on balance it
this criterion. on balance it gets a goof
Integration as it perofmrs poorly for both
gets a good rating overall for transport
rating overall for transport integration
integration .
public transport and general traffic
despite scoring worse for general traffic
integration.
integration than some other options.

1379

1861

3957
13288
24985

6693
17741

2453

33099

6693

3707

17741

3338

33099
3338

3957

9237

13288

20878

24985

1861

2453

8153

11342

11342

4270

8153

21286

26083

26083

10217

21286

74122

98296

98296

50170

74122

Public Transport:
Public Transport:
Public Transport:
Public Transport:
Public Transport:
This option provides bus infrastructure on
This option provides bus infrastructure on
This option provides bus infrastructure on This option provides bus infrastructure on This option provides bus infrastructure on
Douglas Road which has a very high
Douglas Road which has a very high
S. Douglas Road which has a lower
S. Douglas Road which has a lower
S. Douglas Road which has a lower
frequency of busses proposed on the 2023
frequency of busses proposed on the 2023
frequency of busses proposed on the 2023 frequency of busses proposed on the 2023 frequency of busses proposed on the 2023
bus network. For this reason this option
bus network. For this reason this option
bus network compared to Douglas Road.
bus network compared to Douglas Road.
bus network compared to Douglas Road.
performs better for public transport
performs better for public transport
For this reason this option performs worse For this reason this option performs worse For this reason this option performs worse
integration than the options that serve S.
integration than the options that serve S.
for public transport integration than the
for public transport integration than the
for public transport integration than the
Douglas Road.
Douglas Road.
options that serve Douglas Road.
options that serve Douglas Road.
options that serve Douglas Road.

General Traffic:
General Traffic:
This option makes Douglas Road one way
This option makes S. Douglas Road one way
only for general traffic, which will have a
only for general traffic, which will have a
significant impact on the traffic movements
significant impact on the traffic movements
in the area. However, this impact will be
in the area. However, this impact will be
lower than the options that make Douglas
lower than the options that make S.
Road access only for general traffic, and
Douglas Road access only for general
lower than the options that make both
traffic, and lower than the options that
Douglas Road and S. Douglas Road one way
make both Douglas Road and S. Douglas
only for general traffic. Therefore this
Road one way only for general traffic.
option scores joint best for general traffic
Therefore this option scores joint best for
integration, with other options that require
general traffic integration, with other
similar interventions.
options that require similar interventions.

General Traffic:
This option makes S. Douglas Road one way
only for general traffic, which will have a
significant impact on the traffic movements
in the area. However, this impact will be
lower than the options that make S.
Douglas Road access only for general
traffic, and lower than the options that
make both Douglas Road and S. Douglas
Road one way only for general traffic.
Therefore this option scores joint best for
general traffic integration, with other
options that require similar interventions.

General Traffic:
This option makes S. Douglas Road one way
only for general traffic, which will have a
significant impact on the traffic movements
in the area. However, this impact will be
lower than the options that make S.
Douglas Road access only for general
traffic, and lower than the options that
make both Douglas Road and S. Douglas
Road one way only for general traffic.
Therefore this option scores joint best for
general traffic integration, with other
options that require similar interventions.

General Traffic:
This option makes Douglas Road one way
only for general traffic, which will have a
significant impact on the traffic movements
in the area. However, this impact will be
lower than the options that make Douglas
Road access only for general traffic, and
lower than the options that make both
Douglas Road and S. Douglas Road one way
only for general traffic. Therefore this
option scores joint best for general traffic
integration, with other options that require
similar interventions.

Overall Rating:
Overall Rating:
Overall Rating:
Overall Rating:
Overall Rating:
Overall as this perofms one of the best for
Overall as this perofms the best for
Overall this performs poorly for Transport Overall this performs poorly for Transport Overall this performs poorly for Transport
Transport Integration on balance it gets a
Transport integration as it gets a good
Integration as it perofmrs poorly for public Integration as it perofmrs poorly for public Integration as it perofmrs poorly for public
good rating overall for both transport
rating overall for both transport integration
transport integration.
transport integration
transport integration
and general traffic integration.
integration and general traffic integration.

This Option has a direct route for cyclists,
however, the cyclists share the road space
with traffic and busses and don't have
dedicated facilities. For this reason this
option performs worse than the options
that have the same route but have
dedicated cycle facilities.

This Option has a less direct route for
cyclists compared to options that use
Douglas Road, also, the cyclists share the
road space with traffic and busses and
don't have dedicated facilities. For these
reasons this option performs worse than
the options that have use Douglas Road
and have dedicated cycle facilities.

This Option makes cyclists follow a one
This Option makes cyclists follow a one way
way loop around Douglas and South
loop around Douglas and South Douglas
Douglas Road, the inbound and the
Road, the inbound and the outbound lane
outbound lane are over 400m apart in
are over 400m apart in places. It is not
places. It is not convienient for cyclists to
convienient for cyclists to have to detour
have to detour this far to use a link, and
this far to use a link, and therefore this
therefore this option performs worse than option performs worse than options that
options that have dedicated cycle facilities
have dedicated cycle facilities in both
in both directions on the same road.
directions on the same road.

This Option has a less direct route for
cyclists compared to options that use
Douglas Road, also, the cyclists share the
road space with traffic and busses and
don't have dedicated facilities. For these
reasons this option performs worse than
the options that have use Douglas Road
and have dedicated cycle facilities.

Cyclists are given dediacted cycle lanes,
This Option has a direct route for cyclists, This Option has a direct route for cyclists, This Option has a direct route for cyclists, This Option has a direct route for cyclists,
however the route is not as direct as the
and cyclists are given dedicated cycle lanes and cyclists are given dedicated cycle lanes and cyclists are given dedicated cycle lanes and cyclists are given dedicated cycle lanes
options that use Douglas Road for cycling,
. For this reason this option performs joint . For this reason this option performs joint . For this reason this option performs joint . For this reason this option performs joint
for this reason this option performs worse
best for this criterion with the other
best for this criterion with the other
best for this criterion with the other
best for this criterion with the other
for this criterion than the other options
options that use the same route and
options that use the same route and
options that use the same route and
options that use the same route and
have a more direct route and provide the
provide the same level of service.
provide the same level of service.
provide the same level of service.
provide the same level of service.
same level of service.

All options maintain existing pedestrian
movements and improve provision along
the bus corridors. For this reason they all
perform equally for this criterion.

All options maintain existing pedestrian
movements and improve provision along
the bus corridors. For this reason they all
perform equally for this criterion.

All options maintain existing pedestrian
movements and improve provision along
the bus corridors. For this reason they all
perform equally for this criterion.

All options maintain existing pedestrian
movements and improve provision along
the bus corridors. For this reason they all
perform equally for this criterion.

All options maintain existing pedestrian
movements and improve provision along
the bus corridors. For this reason they all
perform equally for this criterion.

All options maintain existing pedestrian
movements and improve provision along
the bus corridors. For this reason they all
perform equally for this criterion.

All options maintain existing pedestrian
movements and improve provision along
the bus corridors. For this reason they all
perform equally for this criterion.

All options maintain existing pedestrian
movements and improve provision along
the bus corridors. For this reason they all
perform equally for this criterion.

All options maintain existing pedestrian
movements and improve provision along
the bus corridors. For this reason they all
perform equally for this criterion.

All route options except the ones that
follow S. link road serve a similar number
of key trip attractors.

All route options except the ones that
follow S. link road serve a similar number
of key trip attractors.

All route options except the ones that
All route options except the ones that
All route options except the ones that follow
S. link road serve a similar number of key
follow S. link road serve a similar number
follow S. link road serve a similar number
trip attractors.
of key trip attractors.
of key trip attractors.

All route options except the ones that
follow S. link road serve a similar number
of key trip attractors.

All route options except the ones that
follow S. link road serve a similar number
of key trip attractors.

All route options except the ones that
follow S. link road serve a similar number
of key trip attractors.

All route options except the ones that
follow S. link road serve a similar number
of key trip attractors.

All route options except the ones that
follow S. link road serve a similar number
of key trip attractors.

D
R

Accessibility and
Social Inclusion

3707

10716
23166

Rank

Key Trip Attractors
(Education, Health,
Commercial, Retail, Leisure)

1763

10716
23166

Rank

Pedestrian Integration

1763

17741
33099

Rank

Cyclist Integration

6693

13288
24985

IP

Total residential and
employment (10 mins)
Rank

3957

There are 2 small public open spaces which
There are 2 small public open spaces which
'This option does not serve any
will be affected on Douglas Road if Douglas
will be affected on Douglas Road if Douglas
'This option does not serve any
Road is widened, this will only be a minor
Road is widened, this will only be a minor
neighbourhood / local centers or effect any
neighbourhood / local centers or effect any
negative impact as most of the space will
This option serves more of the land
public greenspace.
negative impact as most of the space will
public greenspace.
remain.
designated as City Center in the Draft Cork
remain.
City Development Plan 2022-2028 than
This option serves more of the land
This option serves less of the land
This option serves more of the land
designated as City Center in the Draft Cork
This option serves more of the land
options 5 & 9, and therefore overall
designated as City Center in the Draft Cork
City Development Plan 2022-2028 than
designated as City Center in the Draft Cork
perfroms better for this criterion than
designated as City Center in the Draft Cork
City Development Plan 2022-2028 than the
City Development Plan 2022-2028 than
those options.
options 5 & 9, and therefore overall
City Development Plan 2022-2028 than
other options, and therefore perfroms
perfroms better for this criterion than
options 5 & 9, and therefore overall
options 5 & 9, and therefore overall
worse for this criterion than the options
perfroms better for this criterion than
those options.
perfroms better for this criterion than
that do.
those options.
those options.

W

Rank
Residential Catchment
400m (5 mins)
800m (10 mins)
1200m (15 mins)
Employment Catchment
400m (5 mins)
800m (10 mins)
1200m (15 mins)

'There are 2 small public open spaces which
will be affected on Douglas Road if Douglas
This option does not serve any
Road is widened, this will be a minor
neighbourhood / local centers or effect any
negative impact as most of the space will
public greenspace.
remain.
This option serves less of the land
This option serves more of the land
designated as City Center in the Draft Cork
designated as City Center in the Draft Cork City Development Plan 2022-2028 than the
other options, and therefore perfroms
City Development Plan 2022-2028 than
worse for this criterion than the options
options 5 & 9, and therefore overall
that do.
perfroms better for this criterion than those
options.

AF
T

Land Use Integration

There is a neighbourhood and local center There is a neighbourhood and local center
on Douglas Road (designated in the Draft on South Douglas Road (designated in the
'There are 2 small public open spaces
Cork City Development Plan 2022-2028)
Draft Cork City Development Plan 2022which will be affected on Douglas Road if
which would benifit from the options that 2028) which would benifit from the options
Douglas Road is widened, this will be a
make it access only, as this will increase
that make it access only, as this will
minor negative impact as most of the
increase the amneinity value of this area.
the amneinity value of this area, this
space will remain.
means there is a small positive for land use
integration from this.
This option serves more of the land
This option serves more of the land
designated as City Center in the Draft Cork
designated as City Center in the Draft Cork
This option serves more of the land
City Development Plan 2022-2028 than
City Development Plan 2022-2028 than
options 5 & 9, and therefore overall
designated as City Center in the Draft Cork
options 5 & 9, and therefore overall
City Development Plan 2022-2028 than
perfroms better for this criterion than
perfroms better for this criterion than
options 5 & 9, and therefore overall
those options.
those options.
perfroms better for this criterion than
those options.

All options maintain existing pedestrian
movements and improve provision along
the bus corridors. For this reason they all
perform equally for this criterion.

The options that follow S. Link Road miss
The options that follow S. Link Road miss
The options that follow S. Link Road miss
out part of Cork City Center which is a key out part of Cork City Center which is a key out part of Cork City Center which is a key
trip attractor, served by all other routes,
trip attractor, served by all other routes,
trip attractor, served by all other routes,
this means options that follow S. link Road this means options that follow S. link Road this means options that follow S. link Road
score worse for this criterion.
score worse for this criterion.
score worse for this criterion.

The options that follow S. Link Road miss
out part of Cork City Center which is a key
trip attractor, served by all other routes,
this means options that follow S. link Road
score worse for this criterion.

The options that follow S. Link Road miss
The options that follow S. Link Road miss
The options that follow S. Link Road miss
The options that follow S. Link Road miss
The options that follow S. Link Road miss
The options that follow S. Link Road miss
out part of Cork City Center which is a key out part of Cork City Center which is a key out part of Cork City Center which is a key out part of Cork City Center which is a key out part of Cork City Center which is a key out part of Cork City Center which is a key
trip attractor, served by all other routes,
trip attractor, served by all other routes,
trip attractor, served by all other routes,
trip attractor, served by all other routes,
trip attractor, served by all other routes,
trip attractor, served by all other routes,
this means options that follow S. link Road this means options that follow S. link Road this means options that follow S. link Road this means options that follow S. link Road this means options that follow S. link Road this means options that follow S. link Road
score worse for this criterion.
score worse for this criterion.
score worse for this criterion.
score worse for this criterion.
score worse for this criterion.
score worse for this criterion.

All routes serve areas of similar affluence,
ranging from slightly above average to
above average.

All routes serve areas of similar affluence,
ranging from slightly above average to
above average.

All routes serve areas of similar affluence,
ranging from slightly above average to
above average.

Rank

Deprived Geographic Areas

All routes serve areas of similar affluence,
ranging from slightly above average to
above average.

All routes serve areas of similar affluence,
ranging from slightly above average to
above average.

All routes serve areas of similar affluence,
ranging from slightly above average to
above average.

All routes serve areas of similar affluence,
ranging from slightly above average to
above average.

All routes serve areas of similar affluence,
ranging from slightly above average to
above average.

All routes serve areas of similar affluence,
ranging from slightly above average to
above average.

All routes serve areas of similar affluence,
ranging from slightly above average to
above average.

Rank

Safety

Road Safety

While dedicated cycle lanes are provided,
as they are provided in one direction only,
As cyclists share with general traffic for
As cyclists share with general traffic for
with the other direction sometimes over
much of this route instead of heaving
much of this route instead of heaving
400m away, it is possible that cyclists will
dedicated cycle lanes this option performs dedicated cycle lanes this option performs use the one way cycle track in the wrong
worse for Road Safety than options that
worse for Road Safety than options that direction and this could cause conflicts. For
this reson this option performs worse for
provide dedicated cycle facilities
provide dedicated cycle facilities
road safety than options with 2 way cycle
tracks on the same link.

While dedicated cycle lanes are provided, as
they are provided in one direction only, with
the other direction sometimes over 400m
As cyclists share with general traffic for
away, it is possible that cyclists will use the
much of this route instead of heaving
As this route provides dedicated cycle lanes As this route provides dedicated cycle lanes As this route provides dedicated cycle lanes As this route provides dedicated cycle lanes As this route provides dedicated cycle lanes
one way cycle track in the wrong direction dedicated cycle lanes this option performs it performs better for road safety than the it performs better for road safety than the it performs better for road safety than the it performs better for road safety than the it performs better for road safety than the
and this could cause conflicts. For this reson worse for Road Safety than options that
route options which don't
route options which don't
route options which don't
route options which don't
route options which don't
this option performs worse for road safety
provide dedicated cycle facilities
than options with 2 way cycle tracks on the
same link.

Rank

Archaeological, Architectural
and Cultural Heritage

Locations of widening on Douglas Rd
Locations of widening on Sth Douglas Rd
Locations of widening on Douglas Rd
Locations of widening on Douglas Rd would
would have potential impacts to
would have potential impacts to RPS gates
would have potential impacts to
have potential impacts to boundaries of
boundaries of houses (RPS) in Douglas Rd- at The Stables. Ditto potential impacts to boundaries of houses (RPS) in Douglas Rd- houses (RPS) in Douglas Rd-NW ACA & 1-7
NW ACA & 1-7 Eldred Tce, Douglas Rd
boundary of house (NIAH) on N side of rd
NW ACA & 1-7 Eldred Tce, Douglas Rd
Eldred Tce, Douglas Rd ACA. Ditto RPS
ACA. Ditto RPS houses on NE side of rd,
opposite Palaceanne Lawn. Ditto to
ACA. Ditto RPS houses on NE side of rd,
houses on NE side of rd, between
between Ballinacurrig Pk & Rosebank
boundaries of houses in 1-4 Franconia,
between Ballinacurrig Pk & Rosebank
Ballinacurrig Pk & Rosebank junctions.
'
Locations of widening on Sth
junctions.
junctions.
'
Evergreen Rd ACA & of RC Church (RPS) on
No specific archaeological potential
N side of rd & PO Box (RPS) on S side of rd. Locations of widening on Sth Douglas Rd Douglas Rd would have potential impact to
No specific archaeological potential
RPS gates at The Stables.
identified.
would have potential impact to RPS gates
identified.
at The Stables. Ditto potential impacts to
Given required widths, it may be more
difficult to avoid / mitigate impacts.
boundaries of houses in 1-4 Franconia,
Evergreen Rd ACA & of RC Church (RPS)
No specific archaeological potential
on N side of rd & PO Box (RPS) on S side of
identified.
rd.
Given required widths, it may be more
difficult to avoid / mitigate impacts.
No specific archaeological potential
identified.

Location of widening on Sth Douglas Rd Locations of widening on Douglas Rd would
would have potential impact to RPS gates
have potential impacts to boundaries of
at The Stables. No other designated sites houses (RPS) in Douglas Rd-NW ACA & 1-7
Eldred Tce, Douglas Rd ACA. Ditto RPS
affected.
No specific archaeological potential
houses on NE side of rd, between
identified.
Ballinacurrig Pk & Rosebank junctions. Also
potential to impact RPS gates at The
Stables.
Given required widths, it may be more
difficult to avoid / mitigate impacts.
No specific archaeological potential
identified.

This Option mainly uses the existing road
space with minimal widening of the cross
section, for this reaspon less trees and
hedges are impacted and the scheme
performs better for biodiversity.

This Option mainly uses the existing road
space with minimal widening of the cross
section, for this reaspon less trees and
hedges are impacted and the scheme
performs better for biodiversity.

This option requires widening the cross
section on both Douglas and S. Douglas
Road. This will require the removal of
approx 18 trees and 710m length of
vegetated areas / hedgerows.

This option requires widening the cross
section on both Douglas and S. Douglas
Road. This will require the removal of
approx 18 trees and 710m length of
vegetated areas / hedgerows.

This Option mainly uses the existing road
space with minimal widening of the cross
section, for this reaspon less trees and
hedges are impacted and the scheme
performs better for biodiversity.

Approx 3. Trees would be impacted by the
scheme.

Approx 2 trees would be impacted by the
scheme

For this reason this option has a larger
impact on biodiversity than options 1 & 2.

For this reason this option has a larger
impact on biodiversity than options 1 & 2.

Approx 2 trees would be impacted by the
scheme

Locations of widening on Douglas Rd would
have potential impacts to boundaries of
houses (RPS) in Douglas Rd-NW ACA & 1-7
Eldred Tce, Douglas Rd ACA. Ditto RPS
houses on NE side of rd, between
Ballinacurrig Pk & Rosebank junctions.
'Locations of widening on Sth Douglas Rd
would have potential impact to RPS gates
at The Stables. Ditto potential impacts to
boundaries of houses in 1-4 Franconia,
Evergreen Rd ACA & of RC Church (RPS) on
N side of rd & PO Box (RPS) on S side of rd.
Given required widths, it may be more
difficult to avoid / mitigate impacts.
No specific archaeological potential
identified.

Locations of widening on Douglas Rd would Locations of widening on Douglas Rd would Locations of widening on Douglas Rd would
have potential impacts to boundaries of
have potential impacts to boundaries of
have potential impacts to boundaries of
houses (RPS) in Douglas Rd-NW ACA & 1-7 houses (RPS) in Douglas Rd-NW ACA & 1-7 houses (RPS) in Douglas Rd-NW ACA & 1-7
Eldred Tce, Douglas Rd ACA. Ditto RPS
Eldred Tce, Douglas Rd ACA. Ditto RPS
Eldred Tce, Douglas Rd ACA. Ditto RPS
houses on NE side of rd, between
houses on NE side of rd, between
houses on NE side of rd, between
Ballinacurrig Pk & Rosebank junctions.
Ballinacurrig Pk & Rosebank junctions.
Ballinacurrig Pk & Rosebank junctions.
'
Locations of widening on Sth 'Locations of widening on Sth Douglas Rd Given required width, it will be impossible
Douglas Rd would have potential impact to would have potential impact to RPS gates
to avoid / mitigate all of the potential
RPS gates at The Stables.
at The Stables.
impacts here.
Given required widths, it may be more
Given required widths, it may be more
No specific archaeological potential
difficult to avoid / mitigate impacts.
difficult to avoid / mitigate impacts.
identified.
No specific archaeological potential
No specific archaeological potential
identified.
identified.

Rank

Biodiversity

Rank

This option requires widening the cross
section on both Douglas and S. Douglas
Road, to a larger extenrt than options 3 &
4. This will require the removal of approx
40 trees and 875m length of vegetated
areas / hedgerows.

This option requires widening the cross
section on both Douglas and S. Douglas
Road, to a larger extenrt than options 3 &
4. This will require the removal of approx
40 trees and 875m length of vegetated
areas / hedgerows.

This option requires widening the cross
section on both Douglas and S. Douglas
Road, to a larger extenrt than options 3 &
4. This will require the removal of approx
40 trees and 875m length of vegetated
areas / hedgerows.

For this reason this option has a large
impact on biodiversity.

For this reason this option has a large
impact on biodiversity.

For this reason this option has a large
impact on biodiversity.

This option requires widening on Dougas
Road only, however the cross section will
This option requires widening the cross
be widened on this road to a larger extent
section on both Douglas and S. Douglas
than any of the other options.
Road, to a larger extenrt than options 3 & This will require the removal of approx 64
4. This will require the removal of approx trees and 580m length of vegetated areas /
hedgerows.
40 trees and 875m length of vegetated
areas / hedgerows.
As this option requires the largest total
For this reason this option has a large
number of trees to be removed, but not the
impact on biodiversity.
largest amount of vegetaed areas it has a
large impact on biodiversity, but no larger
than options 6, 7 8 & 9

Douglas and South Douglas Road MCA

Stage 2
Assessment
Criteria

Sub-Criteria

Soils and Geology

Route 1

Route 2

Route 3

Route 4

Route 5

Route 6

Route 7

Route 8

Route 9

Route 10

The route options that use traffic
intervention measures (bus gates) to
achieve bus priority score better for this
criterion than the ones that require
widening of the road carriageway, as
widening would require more significant
earthworks.

The route options that use traffic
intervention measures (bus gates) to
achieve bus priority score better for this
criterion than the ones that require
widening of the road carriageway, as
widening would require more significant
earthworks.

The route options that use traffic
intervention measures (bus gates) to
achieve bus priority score better for this
criterion than the ones that require
widening of the road carriageway, as
widening would require more significant
earthworks.

The route options that use traffic
intervention measures (bus gates) to
achieve bus priority score better for this
criterion than the ones that require
widening of the road carriageway, as
widening would require more significant
earthworks.

The route options that use traffic
intervention measures (bus gates) to
achieve bus priority score better for this
criterion than the ones that require
widening of the road carriageway, as
widening would require more significant
earthworks.

The route options that use traffic
intervention measures (bus gates) to
achieve bus priority score better for this
criterion than the ones that require
widening of the road carriageway, as
widening would require more significant
earthworks.

The route options that use traffic
intervention measures (bus gates) to
achieve bus priority score better for this
criterion than the ones that require
widening of the road carriageway, as
widening would require more significant
earthworks.

The route options that use traffic
intervention measures (bus gates) to
achieve bus priority score better for this
criterion than the ones that require
widening of the road carriageway, as
widening would require more significant
earthworks.

The route options that use traffic
intervention measures (bus gates) to
achieve bus priority score better for this
criterion than the ones that require
widening of the road carriageway, as
widening would require more significant
earthworks.

The route options that use traffic
intervention measures (bus gates) to
achieve bus priority score better for this
criterion than the ones that require
widening of the road carriageway, as
widening would require more significant
earthworks.

For this reason this option scores better
than the options that require more
widening for this criterion.

For this reason this option scores better
than the options that require more
widening for this criterion.

For this reason this option scores worse
than the options that utalise bus gates for
this criterion.

For this reason this option scores worse
than the options that utalise bus gates for
this criterion.

For this reason this option scores better
than the options that require more
widening for this criterion.

For this reason this option scores worse
than the options that utalise bus gates for
this criterion.

For this reason this option scores worse
than the options that utalise bus gates for
this criterion.

For this reason this option scores worse
than the options that utalise bus gates for
this criterion.

For this reason this option scores worse
than the options that utalise bus gates for
this criterion.

For this reason this option scores worse
than the options that utalise bus gates for
this criterion.

None of the options are likely to any water None of the options are likely to any water None of the options are likely to any water
resources, and for this reason they all
resources, and for this reason they all
resources, and for this reason they all
perform equally for this criterion.
perform equally for this criterion.
perform equally for this criterion.

None of the options are likely to any water
resources, and for this reason they all
perform equally for this criterion.

Rank

Environment
Water Resources

None of the options are likely to any water None of the options are likely to any water None of the options are likely to any water None of the options are likely to any water None of the options are likely to any water None of the options are likely to any water
resources, and for this reason they all
resources, and for this reason they all
resources, and for this reason they all
resources, and for this reason they all
resources, and for this reason they all
resources, and for this reason they all
perform equally for this criterion.
perform equally for this criterion.
perform equally for this criterion.
perform equally for this criterion.
perform equally for this criterion.
perform equally for this criterion.

Rank

None of the route options would affect any
of the strategic views shown in the Draft
Cork City Development Plan 2022-2028.

Landscape and visual

There is limitied public greenspace along
the route, this may be affected to a small
degree by widening but it is not likely to
have any significant impact.

None of the route options would affect any
of the strategic views shown in the Draft
Cork City Development Plan 2022-2028.
There is limitied public greenspace along
the route, this may be affected to a small
degree by widening but it is not likely to
have any significant impact.

The scheme may require widening through
an area designated as an ACA, there may
be impacts associated with this when
This route generally requires less widening
setting back boundary walls.
of the cross section than the other routes,
and for this reason performs better for
This route generally requires less widening
landscape and visual.
of the cross section than the other routes,
and for this reason performs better for
landscape and visual.

None of the route options would affect any
of the strategic views shown in the Draft
Cork City Development Plan 2022-2028.

None of the route options would affect any
None of the route options would affect any
There is limitied public greenspace along
of the strategic views shown in the Draft None of the route options would affect any of the strategic views shown in the Draft
the route, this may be affected to a small
Cork City Development Plan 2022-2028.
Cork City Development Plan 2022-2028.
of the strategic views shown in the Draft
degree by widening but it is not likely to
Cork City Development Plan 2022-2028.
have any significant impact.
There is limitied public greenspace along
There is limitied public greenspace along the
route, this may be affected to a small
the route, this may be affected to a small
This route doesn't pass close to any
degree by widening but it is not likely to
This scheme goes through an area
greenspace or ACA's so is likely to have
degree by widening but it is not likely to
designated as an ACA, however as
have any significant impact.
have any significant impact.
minimal effect on Landscape and visual.
widening of the carriageway is not
There is widening required along much of This route generally requires less widening There is widening required along much of
required through here there are no
impacts likely to occur as a result of this.
this route wich will likely have a small
of the cross section than the other routes,
this route wich will likely have a small
negative effect on Landscape and visual
and for this reason performs better for
negative effect on Landscape and visual
There is widening required along much of compared to the options that don't require
landscape and visual.
compared to the options that don't require
this route wich will likely have a small
widening.
widening.
negative effect on Landscape and visual
compared to the options that don't require
widening.

None of the route options would affect any
None of the route options would affect any
of the strategic views shown in the Draft None of the route options would affect any None of the route options would affect any of the strategic views shown in the Draft
Cork City Development Plan 2022-2028.
of the strategic views shown in the Draft
of the strategic views shown in the Draft
Cork City Development Plan 2022-2028.
Cork City Development Plan 2022-2028.
Cork City Development Plan 2022-2028.
The scheme may require widening through
There is limitied public greenspace along
an area designated as an ACA, there may This route doesn't pass close to or through This route doesn't pass close to or through the route, this may be affected to a small
be impacts associated with this when
public greenspace or ACA's.
public greenspace or ACA's.
degree by widening but it is not likely to
setting back boundary walls.
have any significant impact.
There is widening required along much of There is widening required along much of
There is widening required along much of
this route wich will likely have a small
this route wich will likely have a small
There is widening required along much of
this route wich will likely have a small
negative effect on Landscape and visual
negative effect on Landscape and visual
this route wich will likely have a small
negative effect on Landscape and visual compared to the options that don't require compared to the options that don't require negative effect on Landscape and visual
compared to the options that don't require
widening.
widening.
compared to the options that don't require
widening.
widening.

Rank

Noise, vibration and air quality

This option mainly utalises traffic
interventions instead of widening to
provide bus priority, and for this reason
this option performs better for this
criterion than the options that widen to
provide dedicated bus lanes.

This option mainly utalises traffic
interventions instead of widening to
provide bus priority, and for this reason
this option performs better for this
criterion than the options that widen to
provide dedicated bus lanes.

This option involves significant widening of
the road carriageway to provide dedicated
bus lanes, and therefore performs worse
for this criterion than the options that use
traffic interventions to provide bus priority.

Rank

This option mainly utalises traffic
interventions instead of widening to
provide bus priority, and for this reason
this option performs better for this
criterion than the options that widen to
provide dedicated bus lanes.

This option involves significant widening of
the road carriageway to provide dedicated
bus lanes, and therefore performs worse
for this criterion than the options that use
traffic interventions to provide bus priority.

This option involves significant widening of
the road carriageway to provide dedicated
bus lanes, and therefore performs worse
for this criterion than the options that use
traffic interventions to provide bus priority.

This option involves significant widening of
the road carriageway to provide dedicated
bus lanes, and therefore performs worse
for this criterion than the options that use
traffic interventions to provide bus priority.

This option involves significant widening of
the road carriageway to provide dedicated
bus lanes, and therefore performs worse
for this criterion than the options that use
traffic interventions to provide bus priority.

This option involves significant widening of
the road carriageway to provide dedicated
bus lanes, and therefore performs worse
for this criterion than the options that use
traffic interventions to provide bus priority.

This route requires widening along Douglas
Road and not South Douglas Road, howver,
more land is required from each affected
This route, along with the other route
This route, along with the other route
This route, along with the other route
This route requires widening along Douglas This route requires widening along Douglas
This route requires widening along Douglas This route requires widening along Douglas This route requires widening along Douglas This route requires widening along Douglas property on Douglas Road than with the
options that utalise bus gates instead of
options that utalise bus gates instead of
options that utalise bus gates instead of
Road and South Douglas Road, land
Road and South Douglas Road, land
Road and South Douglas Road, land
Road and South Douglas Road, land
Road and South Douglas Road, land
Road and South Douglas Road, land
other options, but less properties overall
road widening to provide bus priority, have road widening to provide bus priority, have
road widening to provide bus priority, have
acquisition will be required along both
acquisition will be required along both
acquisition will be required along both
acquisition will be required along both
acquisition will be required along both
acquisition will be required along both
are affected.
minimal land acquisition. For this reason
minimal land acquisition. For this reason
minimal land acquisition. For this reason
roads, and for this reason this route
roads, and for this reason this route
roads, and for this reason this route
roads, and for this reason this route
roads, and for this reason this route
roads, and for this reason this route
Options 1, 2 & 5 perform the best for Land Options 1, 2 & 5 perform the best for Land
Options 1, 2 & 5 perform the best for Land
performs worse than options 1, 2 & 5.
performs worse than options 1, 2 & 5.
performs worse than options 1, 2 & 5.
performs worse than " options 1, 2 & 5.
performs worse than options 1, 2 & 5.
performs worse than options 1, 2 & 5.
As a result of this, on balance this criterion
use and the Built Environment.
use and the Built Environment.
use and the Built Environment.
scores equally to the options that require
widening on both Douglas and S. Douglas
Road.

W

Land Use and Built
Environment

This option involves significant widening of
the road carriageway to provide dedicated
bus lanes, and therefore performs worse for
this criterion than the options that use
traffic interventions to provide bus priority.

IP

The options that require the least widening The options that require the least widening
The options that require the least widening
The options that require the least widening The options that require the least widening
The options that require the least widening The options that require the least widening The options that require the least widening The options that require the least widening The options that require the least widening
of the carriageway for traffic / busses will of the carriageway for traffic / busses will
of the carriageway for traffic / busses will
of the carriageway for traffic / busses will of the carriageway for traffic / busses will
of the carriageway for traffic / busses will of the carriageway for traffic / busses will of the carriageway for traffic / busses will of the carriageway for traffic / busses will of the carriageway for traffic / busses will
perform best for this criterion as they will perform best for this criterion as they will
perform best for this criterion as they will
perform best for this criterion as they will perform best for this criterion as they will
perform best for this criterion as they will perform best for this criterion as they will perform best for this criterion as they will perform best for this criterion as they will perform best for this criterion as they will
bring less traffic closer to houses.
bring less traffic closer to houses.
bring less traffic closer to houses.
bring less traffic closer to houses.
bring less traffic closer to houses.
bring less traffic closer to houses.
bring less traffic closer to houses.
bring less traffic closer to houses.
bring less traffic closer to houses.
bring less traffic closer to houses.

D
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AF
T

Rank

End to End Set

Stage 2
Assessment
Criteria

Sub-Criteria

Capital Cost

Option 1A

Option 1B

Option 2A

Option 2B

Total - 32.5M

Total - 19.8M

Total - 49.3M

Total - 36.6M

Indicative Scheme Infrastructure Works Cost - €23.7M
Private Land Costs - €8.8M

Indicative Scheme Infrastructure Works Cost - €19.5M
Private Land Costs - €0.3M

Indicative Scheme Infrastructure Works Cost - €32.5M
Private Land Costs - €16.7

Indicative Scheme Infrastructure Works Cost - €28.4M
Private Land Costs - €8.2M

This Scheme has a total length of 5.6km and has an average
journey time of 23-24 minutes.

This Scheme has a total length of 5.6km and has an average
journey time of 25-26 minutes.

This Scheme has a total length of 7.0km and has an average
journey time of 26-27 minutes.

This Scheme has a total length of 7.0km and has an average
journey time of 27-28 minutes.

Option 1A and 2A have dedicated bus lanes on a larger
proportion of Douglas Road. They also have dedicated cyle
lanes the length of Douglas Road. The dedicated bus lanes
and cycle lanes will prevent the bus from being held up by
general traffic and cyclists.

Option 1A and 2A have dedicated bus lanes on a larger
proportion of Douglas Road. They also have dedicated cyle
lanes the length of Douglas Road. The dedicated bus lanes
and cycle lanes will prevent the bus from being held up by
general traffic and cyclists.

Option 1A and 2A have dedicated bus lanes on a larger
proportion of Douglas Road. They also have dedicated cyle
lanes the length of Douglas Road. The dedicated bus lanes
and cycle lanes will prevent the bus from being held up by
general traffic and cyclists.

Option 1A and 2A have dedicated bus lanes on a larger
proportion of Douglas Road. They also have dedicated cyle
lanes the length of Douglas Road. The dedicated bus lanes
and cycle lanes will prevent the bus from being held up by
general traffic and cyclists.

Rank

Average Journey Time

Rank

Economy

Journey Time Reliability

For this reason Options 1A and 2A perform better for journey For this reason Options 1A and 2A perform better for journey For this reason Options 1A and 2A perform better for journey For this reason Options 1A and 2A perform better for journey
time reliability.
time reliability.
time reliability.
time reliability.

Rank

Total residential and employment (10
mins)
Rank

Transport Integration

Integration

6955
21309
40021
0
3735
11012
26256
0
109288

6955
21309
40021
0
3735
11012
26256
0
109288

All route options serve Douglas Village, Maryborough and
Douglas Road so perform similarly for this criterion.

All route options serve Douglas Village, Maryborough and
Douglas Road so perform similarly for this criterion.

IP

All route options serve Douglas Village, Maryborough and
Douglas Road so perform similarly for this criterion.

8635
23801
43915
0
4199
12106
27046
0
119702

8635
23801
43915
0
4199
12106
27046
0
119702

W

Rank
Residential Catchment
400m (5 mins)
800m (10 mins)
1200m (15 mins)
Employment Catchment
400m (5 mins)
800m (10 mins)
1200m (15 mins)

All route options serve Douglas Village, Maryborough and
Douglas Road so perform similarly for this criterion.

Public Transport Integration
Option 1A and 1B better serve Maryborough Hill, which is a
more frequent bus route than Maryborough Woods /
Carrigaline Road which Options 2A & 2B use. This counts in
favour of 1A & 1B.

Public Transport Integration
Option 1A and 1B better serve Maryborough Hill, which is a
more frequent bus route than Maryborough Woods /
Carrigaline Road which Options 2A & 2B use. This counts in
favour of 1A & 1B.

Public Transport Integration
Option 1A and 1B better serve Maryborough Hill, which is a
more frequent bus route than Maryborough Woods /
Carrigaline Road which Options 2A & 2B use. This counts in
favour of 1A & 1B.

Public Transport Integration
Option 1A and 1B better serve Maryborough Hill, which is a
more frequent bus route than Maryborough Woods /
Carrigaline Road which Options 2A & 2B use. This counts in
favour of 1A & 1B.

General traffic integration

General traffic integration

General traffic integration

General traffic integration

All options make Douglas Village access only for general
traffic.

All options make Douglas Village access only for general
traffic.

All options make Douglas Village access only for general
traffic.

All options make Douglas Village access only for general
traffic.

AF
T

Land Use Integration

Options 1A and 2A have less disruptive measures on Douglas Options 1A and 2A have less disruptive measures on Douglas Options 1A and 2A have less disruptive measures on Douglas Options 1A and 2A have less disruptive measures on Douglas
Road for general traffic, and because of this they score better Road for general traffic, and because of this they score better Road for general traffic, and because of this they score better Road for general traffic, and because of this they score better
for general traffic integration.
for general traffic integration.
for general traffic integration.
for general traffic integration.
Overall:
Based on the above option 1A scores best for transport
integration, followed by 1B, then 2A and last 2B

Rank

Cyclist Integration

Overall:
Based on the above option 1A scores best for transport
integration, followed by 1B, then 2A and last 2B

Overall:
Based on the above option 1A scores best for transport
integration, followed by 1B, then 2A and last 2B

Overall:
Based on the above option 1A scores best for transport
integration, followed by 1B, then 2A and last 2B

All options have the same cycle rotue, however Options 1A All options have the same cycle rotue, however Options 1A All options have the same cycle rotue, however Options 1A All options have the same cycle rotue, however Options 1A
and 2A provid dedicated, segregated cycle infrastructure on and 2A provid dedicated, segregated cycle infrastructure on and 2A provid dedicated, segregated cycle infrastructure on and 2A provid dedicated, segregated cycle infrastructure on
Douglas Road, whereas options 1B and 2B require cyclists to Douglas Road, whereas options 1B and 2B require cyclists to Douglas Road, whereas options 1B and 2B require cyclists to Douglas Road, whereas options 1B and 2B require cyclists to
share with general traffic and busses along here.
share with general traffic and busses along here.
share with general traffic and busses along here.
share with general traffic and busses along here.

D
R

For this reason Options 1A and 2A perform significantly
better for this criterion.

For this reason Options 1A and 2A perform significantly
better for this criterion.

For this reason Options 1A and 2A perform significantly
better for this criterion.

For this reason Options 1A and 2A perform significantly
better for this criterion.

Rank

Pedestrian Integration

All routes improve pedestrian footpaths through Douglas
All routes improve pedestrian footpaths through Douglas
All routes improve pedestrian footpaths through Douglas
All routes improve pedestrian footpaths through Douglas
Village and along Douglas Road, and provide footpaths along Village and along Douglas Road, and provide footpaths along Village and along Douglas Road, and provide footpaths along Village and along Douglas Road, and provide footpaths along
the length of these routes where they are sometimes
the length of these routes where they are sometimes
the length of these routes where they are sometimes
the length of these routes where they are sometimes
missing.
missing.
missing.
missing.
Therefore, all options score equally for this criterion

Therefore, all options score equally for this criterion

Therefore, all options score equally for this criterion

Therefore, all options score equally for this criterion

Rank

Key Trip Attractors
(Education, Health, Commercial, Retail,
Leisure)

Accessibility and
Social Inclusion

All options serve the same main trip attractors, including
All options serve the same main trip attractors, including
All options serve the same main trip attractors, including
All options serve the same main trip attractors, including
Douglas Village, Douglas Road and Cork City Center, so score Douglas Village, Douglas Road and Cork City Center, so score Douglas Village, Douglas Road and Cork City Center, so score Douglas Village, Douglas Road and Cork City Center, so score
equally for this criterion
equally for this criterion
equally for this criterion
equally for this criterion

Rank
Deprived Geographic Areas

All options serve areas with similar deprivation indicies so
score equally for this criterion

All options serve areas with similar deprivation indicies so
score equally for this criterion

All options serve areas with similar deprivation indicies so
score equally for this criterion

All options serve areas with similar deprivation indicies so
score equally for this criterion

Rank

Safety

Road Safety

Rank

Option 1A and 2A have dedicated cycle lanes on Douglas
Option 1A and 2A have dedicated cycle lanes on Douglas
Option 1A and 2A have dedicated cycle lanes on Douglas
Option 1A and 2A have dedicated cycle lanes on Douglas
Road, whereas Options 1B and 2B require cyclists to share
Road, whereas Options 1B and 2B require cyclists to share
Road, whereas Options 1B and 2B require cyclists to share
Road, whereas Options 1B and 2B require cyclists to share
the route with cars and general traffic. Although this would the route with cars and general traffic. Although this would the route with cars and general traffic. Although this would the route with cars and general traffic. Although this would
be a quiet route for Options 1B & 2B, it is still prefereable for be a quiet route for Options 1B & 2B, it is still prefereable for be a quiet route for Options 1B & 2B, it is still prefereable for be a quiet route for Options 1B & 2B, it is still prefereable for
cyclists to have a dedicated cycle lane, and therefore options cyclists to have a dedicated cycle lane, and therefore options cyclists to have a dedicated cycle lane, and therefore options cyclists to have a dedicated cycle lane, and therefore options
1A and 2A score better for Road Safety
1A and 2A score better for Road Safety
1A and 2A score better for Road Safety
1A and 2A score better for Road Safety

End to End Set

Stage 2
Assessment
Criteria

Sub-Criteria

Option 1A

Option 1B

Option 2A

Option 2B

As far as Douglas Road:
As far as Douglas Road:
Avoids negative impacts to Church St ACA. Potential to
Avoids negative impacts to Church St ACA. Potential to
impact stone boundary wall associated with 19th century
impact stone boundary wall associated with 19th century
Rectory (NIAH site) in Ardarrig on E side of Carrigaline Rd,
Rectory (NIAH site) in Ardarrig on E side of Carrigaline Rd,
however road could be widened on opposite side to avoid
however road could be widened on opposite side to avoid
this impact. No other designated sites affected.
No specific archaeological potential identified. Where
this impact. No other designated sites affected.
No specific archaeological potential identified. Where
widening into green spaces elsewhere along route (even
widening into green spaces elsewhere along route, these
where this is greater than in 2A), these areas have already
On Dougals Road:
areas have already been disturbed by tree-planting etc,
'Locations of widening on Douglas Rd would have potential
been disturbed by tree-planting etc, which has reduced any
'Locations of widening on Douglas Rd would have potential
impacts to boundaries of houses (RPS) in Douglas Rd-NW which has reduced any inherent archaeological potential. No inherent archaeological potential. No new road proposed for
impacts to boundaries of houses (RPS) in Douglas Rd-NW
ACA & 1-7 Eldred Tce, Douglas Rd ACA. Ditto RPS houses on
new road proposed for this option.
this option.
NE side of rd, between Ballinacurrig Pk & Rosebank
Archaeological, Architectural and Cultural ACA & 1-7 Eldred Tce, Douglas Rd ACA. Ditto RPS houses on
NE side of rd, between Ballinacurrig Pk & Rosebank
From Douglas Road onwards:
From Douglas Road onwards:
junctions.
Heritage
No specific archaeological potential identified. However due 'Locations of widening on Douglas Rd would have potential 'Locations of widening on Douglas Rd would have potential
junctions.
Given required width, it will be impossible to avoid / mitigate to the smaller cross section it may be possible to mitigate /
impacts to boundaries of houses (RPS) in Douglas Rd-NW
impacts to boundaries of houses (RPS) in Douglas Rd-NW
avoid potential impacts here, for these reasons this Option ACA & 1-7 Eldred Tce, Douglas Rd ACA. Ditto RPS houses on ACA & 1-7 Eldred Tce, Douglas Rd ACA. Ditto RPS houses on
all of the potential impacts here.
scores best overall.
NE side of rd, between Ballinacurrig Pk & Rosebank
No specific archaeological potential identified.
NE side of rd, between Ballinacurrig Pk & Rosebank
junctions.
junctions.
For this reason this Option scores worse than Options 1B and
Given required width, it will be impossible to avoid / mitigate
No specific archaeological potential identified.
2B
However due to the smaller cross section it may be possible
all of the potential impacts here.
No specific archaeological potential identified.
to mitigate / avoid potential impacts here, for these reasons
this Option scores second best overall.
As far as Douglas Road no designated sites affected. No
As far as Douglas Road no designated sites affected. No
specific archaeological potential identified. Where widening specific archaeological potential identified. Where widening
into green spaces along route, these areas have already been into green spaces along route, these areas have already been
disturbed by tree-planting etc, which has reduced any
disturbed by tree-planting etc, which has reduced any
inherent archaeological potential. No new road proposed for inherent archaeological potential. No new road proposed for
this option
this option

Rank
Maryborough hill to Douglas Road:
Maryborough hill to Douglas Road:
Approx 10 trees would be removed on Maryborough Hill
Approx 10 trees would be removed on Maryborough Hill
south of the N40. Re-planting is likely to be possible along
south of the N40. Re-planting is likely to be possible along
here.
here.
A further 10 trees would likely be removed on Maryborough A further 10 trees would likely be removed on Maryborough
Hill.
Hill.

A further approx 50 trees are likely to be impacted along
Douglas Road to City Centre:
Maryborough Woods, through here re-planting is likely to be
This Option mainly uses the existing road space with minimal
possible as the widening is into public greenspace.
widening of the cross section, for this reaspon less trees and
hedges are impacted and the scheme performs better for
Significant removal of trees and vegetation where the route
biodiversity.
goes through Ballybrack Wood. 8m of widening for 210m in
Overall score:
densly vegetated woodland area.
Overall Score:
This option has minimal biodiversity impacts up to Douglas
Road, but will have a large impact on biodiversity on Douglas This option has significantly less impact on biodiversity than
Douglas Road to City Centre:
'This option requires significant widening on Dougas Road.
Road.
the other options and performs best for this criterion.
The impact on Douglas Road is less than the impact that
This will require the removal of approx 64 trees and 580m
length of vegetated areas / hedgerows.
options 2A & 2B have on Carrigaline Road.
Therefore this option scores second best for this criterion.
Overall score:
This option has large impacts on biodiversity both through
Ballybrack and on Douglas Road and for this reason scores
the worst for this criterion.

W

Rank

Maryborough Hill to Douglas Road:
None of the options require works in lands that are likely to
contain contaminated ground.

Soils and Geology

Rank

Water Resources

A further approx 50 trees are likely to be impacted along
Maryborough Woods, through here re-planting is likely to be
possible as the widening is into public greenspace.
Significant removal of trees and vegetation where the route
goes through Ballybrack Wood. 8m of widening for 210m in
densly vegetated area with lots of trees.

Maryborough Hill to Douglas Road (via Maryborough
Woods and Caragaline Road):
None of the options require works in lands that are likely to
contain contaminated ground.

Douglas Road to City Centre:
This Option mainly uses the existing road space with minimal
widening of the cross section, for this reaspon less trees and
hedges are impacted and the scheme performs better for
biodiversity.

Overall Score:
This option has large impacts on biodiversity both through
Ballybrack Wood, however it has minimal impacts on Douglas
Road. For this reason this option scores worse than Options
1A & 1B for biodiversity, but better than Option 2A.

Maryborough Hill to Douglas Road (via Maryborough
Woods and Caragaline Road):
None of the options require works in lands that are likely to
contain contaminated ground.

Significant earthworks would be required adjacent to
This route requires significantly less earthworks than Options
Significant earthworks would be required adjacent to
Douglas Golf Club to widen the cross section here where
2A & 2B due to having a shorter route and requireing the
Douglas Golf Club to widen the cross section here where
there is a large level change in the cross section.
This route requires significantly less earthworks than Options
least widening.
2A & 2B due to having a shorter route and requireing the
there is a large level change in the cross section.
least widening.
Significant earthworks will also be required along Carrigaline
Douglas Road to City Centre:
Significant earthworks will also be required along Carrigaline
Road through Ballybrack Woods.
The option uses bus gates to provide priority on Douglas
Douglas Road to City Centre:
Road through Ballybrack Woods.
Road and so only minor widenig to provide footpaths is
This option requires road widening on Douglas Road and so
required
is more impactful here than Options 1B & 2B.
Douglas Road to City Centre:
Douglas Road to City Centre:
This option requires road widening on Douglas Road and so The route options that use traffic intervention measures (bus
This option involves less road widnening and earthworks
is more impactful here than Options 1B & 2B.
gates) to achieve bus priority score better for this criterion
than the other 3 options and so is slightly preferable under
than the ones that require widening of the road carriageway,
this criterion.
as widening would require more significant earthworks.

No watercourses are likely to be impacted as a result of any
of these options

No watercourses are likely to be impacted as a result of any
of these options

No watercourses are likely to be impacted as a result of any
of these options

No watercourses are likely to be impacted as a result of any
of these options

All options do not affect land that has been designated a
Landscape preservation zone or area of high landscape value
All options do not affect land that has been designated a
All options do not affect land that has been designated a
All options do not affect land that has been designated a in the Cork City Development plan. This Option has no impact Landscape preservation zone or area of high landscape value
Landscape preservation zone or area of high landscape value
Landscape preservation zone or area of high landscape value on the viewing of any local landmarks or strategic landmark in the Cork City Development plan. This Option has no impact
in the Cork City Development plan. This Option has no impact
building.
on the viewing of any local landmarks or strategic landmark
in the Cork City Development plan. This Option has no impact
on the viewing of any local landmarks or strategic landmark
on the viewing of any local landmarks or strategic landmark
building.
building.
building.
'Maryborough Hill to Douglas Road (via Maryborough
Woods and Caragaline Road):
'Maryborough Hill to Douglas Road (via Maryborough
'Maryborough Hill to Douglas Road:
'Maryborough Hill to Douglas Road:
Significant road widening into private gardens along the
Woods and Caragaline Road):
Road widening into public greenspace and private gardens
Road widening into public greenspace and private gardens
route and felling of mature trees within the private
Significant road widening into private gardens along the
required.
required.
boundaries. High Impact.
route and felling of mature trees within the private
boundaries. High Impact.
Douglas Road to City Centre:
Douglas Road to City Centre:
Douglas Road to City Centre:
Significant widening into private gardens along the route and
Widening into private gardens to facilitate construction of
Significant road widening into private gardens along the
Douglas Road to City Centre:
felling of mature trees within the private boundaries. High
footpaths only.
route and felling of mature trees within the private
Widening into private gardens to facilitate construction of
Impact.
boundaries. High Impact.
footpaths only.
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Rank

Maryborough Hill to Douglas Road:
None of the options require works in lands that are likely to
contain contaminated ground.

AF
T

Environment

Maryborough Hill to Douglas Road (via Maryborough
Woods and Caragaline Road):
Approx 15 trees would be removed on Maryborough Hill
south of the N40. Re-planting is likely to be possible along
here.

IP

Douglas Road to City Centre:
'This option requires significant widening on Dougas Road.
This will require the removal of approx 64 trees and 580m
length of vegetated areas / hedgerows.

Biodiversity

Maryborough Hill to Douglas Road (via Maryborough
Woods and Caragaline Road):
Approx 15 trees would be removed on Maryborough Hill
south of the N40. Re-planting is likely to be possible along
here.

Landscape and visual

Rank

Noise, vibration and air quality

This scheme involves road widening on Maryborough Hill
and Douglas Road and would bring vehicles closer to
sensitive receptors.Although the 4m closest to the boundary
will be used by cyclists and pedestrians only and not vehicles.
Some screening provided by trees on private land would be
lost

This scheme involves road widening on Maryborough Hill
and to a lesser extent on Douglas Road, this would bring
vehicles closer to sensitive receptors.

This scheme involves road widening on Maryborough Hill,
This scheme involves road widening on Maryborough Hill,
Maryborugh Woods and to a lesser extent on Douglas Road,
Maryborugh Woods and Douglas Road, and would bring
and would bring vehicles closer to sensitive
vehicles closer to sensitive receptors.Although the 4m closest
to the boundary will be used by cyclists and pedestrians only receptors.Although the 4m closest to the boundary will be
and not vehicles.
used by cyclists and pedestrians only and not vehicles.
Some screening provided by trees on private land would be Some screening provided by trees on private land would be
lost
lost

Rank

Land Use and Built Environment

This route utilises bus gates on Douglas Road instead of road
widening to provide bus priority, and so requires less land
acquisition. Some land acquisition is still required on
Land acquisition required on Maryborough Hill and Douglas
Maryborough Hill.
Road.
For this reason performs the best for Land use and the Built
Environment.

Rank

Land acquisition required on Maryborough Hill,
Maryborough Downd, Caragaline Road and Douglas Road.

Land acquisition required on Maryborough Hill,
Maryborough Downd, Caragaline Road and Douglas Road.

